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This study is a policy analysis of the incentives,

including fee hunting, as a means to promote wildlife

habitat development on private agricultural land. The

management of habitat for migratory waterfowl in Western

Oregon was investigated as a case study. Three separate

analysis techniques were employed, presented as

independent manuscripts.

In the first manuscript the results of a survey are

reported of farmers who have waterfowl habitat, or who

have the potential to develop habitat. Results indicate

that incentives to manage land for wild ducks and geese

include: (1) the financial incentive from leasing hunting

rights to waterfowl hunters, (2) personal enjoyment from

waterfowl hunting, and (3) aesthetic enjoyment from

waterfowl. Disincentives identified were: (1) negative

attitudes towards hunters and, (2) concerns over liability



suits by hunters. Wildlife depredation did not appear as a

disincentive to investing in habitat improvements.

In the second manuscript statistically significant

determinants of farmers' decisions to manage land for the

benefit of waterfowl are identified. Using logistic

regression, the most significant predictor identified is

revenues from hunting leases. However, evidence is

provided to support the hypothesis that financial motives

are influenced by non-economic forces, such as attitudes,

trespass and liability issues, physical characteristics of

the farm, and the farmers' participation in waterfowl

hunting.

In the third manuscript the effectiveness of

incentives offered through government habitat cost-share

programs and incentives provided by the market for hunting

access are compared in terms of farmers' provision of

waterfowl habitat and opportunities for waterfowl hunting.

Results of linear progranuning simulation indicate that

government programs are relatively ineffective compared to

market incentives, and that incentive policies need to be

flexible, taking into account local market conditions and

farm production possibilities.
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AGRICULTURE AND WILDLIFE: AN ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF
WATERFOWL HABITAT MANAGEMENT ON FARMS IN WESTERN OREGON

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

In the last half century significant changes have

taken place in the way farming is practiced in the United

States. These changes include a move towards larger and

fewer farms, and a greater reliance on purchased inputs

such as chemicals and machinery (Committee on Impacts of

Emerging Agricultural Trends on Fish and Wildlife

Habitat, 1982). In order to meet rising national and

international demand for food and fiber, farmers have

drained wetlands and marshes, eliminated hedgerows and

cut down trees to make way for the most profitable uses

of the land (Sampson, 1986).

As a consequence of land-use changes in agriculture

a wide array of wildlife species have been affected. For

example, a survey of 14 midwestern states by Farris and

Cole (1981) found that between 1958 and 1978, pheasants

had declined by 66 percent, cottontail rabbits by 55

percent, and bobwhite quail by 48 percent. In Illinois

several species of grassland birds have declined by more

than 90 percent (Graber and Graber, 1983). Iowa, which

was once a major duck producing area 50 years ago has
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lost over 94 percent of it's productive wetlands (Wesley,

1987, Allen, 1981, Bishop, 1981).

The cause for the decline in wildlife species is

largely due to habitat destruction (Lovejoy, 1986,

Ehrlich, 1988). Grasslands, wetlands, forests and

brushland habitats are being converted into land suitable

for modern farming practices. The trend is often towards

large monoculture crop fields, which reduces the

diversity of habitat needed for wild species. Increased

use of pesticides adds to the problem by reducing plant

and insect diversity (Berner, 1989).

One of the most alarming trends resulting from

modern farming practices is the drainage of wetlands

From the mid-l950s to the mid-1970s about 9 million acres

of wetland were lost, and they are currently disappearing

at a rate of 458,000 acres per year (Goldstein, 1988).

Eighty-seven percent of the wetland conversion has been

estimated to be due to agricultural development (Tiner,

1984)

The impact of agriculture on wildlife has been noted

since the end of World War II, yet few effective

solutions have been found to reduce the rate of habitat

alterations. Wildlife management agencies and others

concerned with the propagation and protection of wild

species are beginning to focus more of their attention on

the private agricultural landowner. One reason for this,
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as mentioned above, is due to the concern over habitat

loss from agricultural development.

Wildlife managers are beginning to realize that,

given the proper set of incentives, private agricultural

landowners can be induced to manage their land for the

benefit of wild animal populations. Farmers and ranchers

own some of the most productive land in the country.

Productive soil, and favorable water and climate

characteristics of agricultural lands, are also

attributes which make land potentially productive for

wildlife. It is, therefore, in the interest of fish and

game agencies to find ways to enlist the cooperation of

private landowners.

Another reason for the increased attention devoted

to the private landowner is related to recent trends in

outdoor recreation. Studies by the President's Commission

on Americans Outdoors and national surveys implemented by

the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, among others,

indicate an increasing demand for wildlife-associated

outdoor recreation. These studies, which are mentioned in

more detail in the following chapters, point to a need to

involve the private landowner in supplying recreational

opportunities to meet this demand.

In addition to hunting, private landowners can also

provide nonconsumptive wildlife-related recreational

opportunities (e.g. bird watching, photography). For

example, in 1980 approximately 145 million Americans
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engaged in nonconsumptive outdoor recreation (Outdoor

Recreation Policy Review Group, 1983) and, according to

some researchers, nonconsumptive recreational values of

wildlife may outweigh direct consumptive values (Shaw and

King, 1980, Lyons, 1982). Much of the demand for

recreational opportunities can be met by private

landowners.

At the same time that wildlife managers are

concentrating on ways to involve the landowner in

wildlife habitat management, the farmers and ranchers are

faced with increasing economic difficulties. Compared

with the relatively prosperous years following World War

II, the U.S. farm economy of the 1980's has been

characterized by low agricultural prices and surpluses,

high costs of production, and increased international

competition. This has caused landowners to adopt new

management strategies, some with potentially positive

effects on wildlife populations (McCorkle, 1981). In

areas where the demand for wildlife-associated recreation

on private land is high, some landowners have realized

that profits can be made by charging recreationists a fee

for access to their land. They can charge hunters a fee

for hunting (referred to as "fee hunting"), and in return

offer such benefits as increased chances of hunting

success and exclusive hunting rights.

In this case, the marketing of hunting opportunities

depends on the presence of wildlife on the land. By
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developing wildlife habitat and thereby attracting and/or

producing wild animals, some farmers and ranchers have

been able to derive a monetary return from wildlife

propagation. In this sense, the production of wildlife

habitat and wildlife-related recreational opportunities

can be viewed as a component of farm output. That is,

wildlife can be considered to be a farm crop.

In some instances, the profits from marketing

wildlife associated recreation can surpass the profits

from raising crops or livestock, thereby providing an

incentive to manage land for the benefit of wildlife. In

other instances, fee hunting represents not much more

than a source of cash flow, with the landowner devoting

little or no attention to developing or improving

wildlife habitat. Herein lays one of the most critical

questions; does fee hunting lead to habitat development

and improvement of the resource? The answer can be found,

in part, by investigating the reasons why some farmers

and ranchers manage land with wildlife populations in

mind, and why others do not. On-sight inspections of fee

hunting operations and case studies can also provide

information to answer this question.

In parts of the country where the demand for

wildlife-related recreation is low, or in areas where

growing agricultural crops is comparatively more

profitable than recreational enterprises, the development

of wildlife habitat on farm land must be motivated by
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incentives other than financial gain (e.g. aesthetic

appreciation of wildlife, altruism). Government

incentives programs are used in some states as a way to

encourage wildlife habitat management.

The challenge for the wildlife manager, particularly

the state and federal fish and game agencies, is to find

ways to motivate active participation in wildlife habitat

management by farmers and ranchers. This challenge is a

difficult one in light of the increasingly competitive

farm economy and competing uses of the land.

Obj ectives

There are three overall objectives to this study.

The primary objective is to provide information which can

be used by fish and wildlife agencies and by other

resource managers to develop programs to motivate private

agricultural landowners to manage land for the benefit of

wildlife and for wildlife-associated outdoor recreation.

A secondary objective is to investigate the concept

of "fee hunting" in Oregon by: (1) addressing some of the

concerns of people who question whether it is appropriate

for the state to promote the financial incentive as a

tool to stimulate wildlife habitat management on private

land, and (2) identifying problems and benefits

associated with involving private agricultural landowners

in habitat management. This objective focuses primarily
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on the state of Oregon, where the practice of charging

access to land for hunting is a relatively new and

controversial concept.

The third objective is to add to the field of

recreation economics. This is a relatively new branch of

economics and open to innovation and improvements.

Recreation economics has developed as an offspring

of applied welfare economics and resource economics, with

emphasis on the estimation of the demand for non-market

goods. The focus has been primarily on the user - on the

value derived from recreation. Visibly lacking in this

field is an analysis of the costs or supply issues

related to recreational services on private land. This

research effort represents a step in this direction.

Thesis Organization

The objectives were addressed by conducting an

investigation of an existing market for wildlife-related

recreation. The market for waterfowl hunting on private

agricultural land in Western Oregon was examined as a

case study. Details of the methodology, analysis and

results are explained in the following chapters.

The next three chapters (chapters II, III and IV)

each represent an independent manuscript. They are

organized so that there is a logical progression from one
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to the next. The reader is therefore advised to read them

in the order presented.

Chapter II serves as an in-depth introduction into

the issue of fee hunting in Oregon and, specifically, the

problem of managing habitat for migratory waterfowl in

Western Oregon. Problems and benefits associated with

wildlife habitat management by farmers are identified and

discussed. The analyses presented in this chapter are

primarily descriptive in nature.

Chapter III reports on an attempt to identify

factors which predict whether or not agricultural land

managers will invest land, labor, or capital in waterfowl

habitat developments. A conceptual model is built which

describes the hypothesized institutional structure within

which the land manager operates. The goal is to identify,

by means of regression analysis, which factors serve as

predictors of landowners' decisions to manage farm land

for the benefit of migratory waterfowl and waterfowl

hunting.

In chapter IV market and government incentives for

wildlife habitat management on private land are

investigated. Reasons for the destruction of wildlife

habitat on private farm land are explored and government

programs aimed at reversing the trend are reviewed.

Government cost-share programs aimed at developing

waterfowl habitat are evaluated in terms of their

effectiveness to induce profit-maximizing farmers to
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manage land for the benefit of waterfowl and waterfowl

hunters. These programs are compared for two distinct

markets for waterfowl hunting in Western Oregon, and they

are compared to incentives offered through the market.

Linear programming is used as the tool for analysis.



CHAPTER II

WILDLIFE AND HUNTING ON PRIVATE AGRICULTURAL LAND:
THE CASE OP WATERFOWL IN WESTERN OREGON

ABSTRACT

Two trends have led to an increased interest among

agricultural landowners to manage land for wildlife and

to create wildlife-related recreational opportunities.

These trends are; (1) an increased demand for outdoor

recreation, and (2) changing economic conditions in the

farm sector which call for a diversification of farm

enterprises. One way to diversify a farm operation is to

market the recreational opportunities associated with

wildlife. This is accomplished by charging hunters a fee

for access to the land (referred to as fee hunting). Some

farmers and ranchers are beginning to view wildlife as

one of the outputs of farming and are devoting resources

to develop and manage wildlife habitat.

Fish and wildlife agencies throughout the west are

investigating the financial incentive as a means to

promote wildlife habitat management on private land. In

Oregon, fee hunting is growing in popularity. However, it

is a controversial practice, and recent interest in this

form of enterprise by farmers and ranchers has been met

with criticism by some wildlife enthusiasts, agency

personnel and local politicians.

10
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The objective of this study was to investigate an

existing market for wildlife-related recreation in Oregon

with the purpose of; (1) describing how the market

operates, (2) identifying problems and benefits

associated with wildlife habitat management by private

landowners, and (3) addressing some of the concerns

raised during the ongoing debate over fee hunting.

The topic of fee hunting is reviewed as it relates

to Oregon, and controversial issues are highlighted. The

market for waterfowl hunting in Western Oregon was used

as a case study. Farmers were interviewed who have

waterfowl habitat, or who have the potential to develop

waterfowl habitat and opportunities for waterfowl

hunting.

Survey results indicate that two distinct markets

for waterfowl hunting exist in Western Oregon. Comparison

of these markets leads the conclusion that the price

(fees charged for hunting leases) reflects the demand for

hunting access and the quality characteristics of the

hunting areas produced. Quality characteristics differed

in terms of the waterfowl populations present and the

level of investments in habitat improvements made by

landowners. Eighty seven percent allowed hunters on their

land. Of these, 54.4% charged an access fee and 45.6%

allowed hunters on their land for free.

Over half of the survey respondents invested in

habitat improvements. Incentives for habitat management
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include financial returns from hunting leases, aesthetic

appreciation and personal enjoyment from waterfowl

hunting. Disincentives were related to the possibility of

attracting hunters if waterfowl habitat is developed.

These are; negative attitudes towards hunters and concern

over the possibility of being sued by hunters who use

their land. Damage to crops from waterfowl, particularly

from geese, was significant. However, there was no

evidence that it acts as a disincentive to farmers

becoming involved in habitat management. It does,

however, lead to friction between fish and wildlife

agencies and private landowners, which makes the

development of farmer/agency cooperation more difficult.

Policies designed to stimulate involvement from farmers

should address the issues of wildlife damage and

landowner liability.

In conclusion, a warning is given concerning the

reliance on hunting as the driving force behind habitat

management incentives. In view of the potential

restrictions against waterfowl hunting, incentive

programs need to be developed which do not rely entirely

on hunters paying the bill for habitat developments on

farm land.



INTRODUCTION

Private lands provide a majority of the existing and

potential wildlife habitat in the United States

(Tomlinson, 1985, Carison, 1985). Some of the most

productive lands are owned by farmers, ranchers and

private woodlot owners, who possess the potential to

produce wildlife and opportunities for wildlife-related

recreation.

Of the 2.4 billion acres in the United States, over

60 percent is privately owned. Of this land, about 421

million acres are used for cropland, 394 million are

classified as forest land, and 539 million are used for

pasture and rangeland (USDA Soil Conservation Service,

1984, USDA Forest Service, 1980). It is not surprising,

therefore, that much of the wildlife related recreation

takes place on private farms, ranches and forests. The

1975 National Survey of Hunting, Fishing and Wildlife

Associated Recreation revealed that hunters in the United

States participated in 395 million days of recreation, of

which 67 percent, or 265 million days, occurred on

private land (U.S. Department of the Interior, 1977). A

similar survey in 1980 revealed that about 68 percent of

hunting effort occurred on private land, and that hunters

paid landowners $36.7 million for access fees (U.S.

Department of the, Interior, 1982).

13
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Because wildlife is largely dependent on private

land it is important and timely to investigate the market

for wildlife-related recreation and the personal forces

affecting farmer's attitudes, motives and behavior

towards wildlife. In the state of Oregon no formal

studies have been made of the motives for wildlife

management by agricultural producers, or of the

disincentives to managing land for the benefit of

wildlife. In addition, there is a need for an

investigation into the issue of fee hunting, a topic

which has become increasingly controversial in the state,

resulting in friction between landowners, hunters, and

fish and wildlife agencies..



OBJECTIVES

There were two objectives of this paper. The first

was to briefly review the topic of fee hunting in Oregon,

and to highlight some of the issues that have been raised

concerning wildlife habitat management on private land.

The second objective was to report the results of a

survey of farmers in Western Oregon who were investigated

as a case study. The purpose of the survey was to

investigate agricultural land owners and managers'

involvement (or potential involvement) in wildlife

habitat management and the supply of wildlife-related

recreational opportunities. Farmers in Western Oregon

served as a case study because they have the potential to

develop habitat for.wintering waterfowl and can create

hunting opportunities by investing in habitat

developments.

It is hoped that information gained in this study

helps highlight some of the benefits from involving

private landowners in habitat management, and to identify

existing or potential problems. By looking at an example

of one type of fee hunting, we may learn what form of

cooperation is necessary in order to manage wild animals

on private land in a way that landowners and wildlife

enthusiasts benefit, and so that the goals of state and

federal fish and game agencies are met.

15



BACKGROUND

Trends

In the last 10 years two concurrent trends have led

to a situation where incentives are being developed for

private landowners to actively participate in wildlife

habitat management and propagation. The first noticeable

trend is an increased demand for outdoor recreation

(President's Commission on Americans Outdoors, 1987,

Jahn, 1986). The Outdoor Recreational Resources Review

Commission predicted in 1962 that outdoor recreation

demand would triple by the year 2000. That prediction was

realized in 1983 (Doig, 1986). One of the recommendations

of the President's Commission on Americans Outdoors

(1987) is to find ways to stimulate the contribution of

the private sector in providing recreational

opportunities.

There is also evidence that, on the west coast, the

number of hunters has increased in the last 10 years,

even though nationwide the proportion of the population

involved in hunting is on the decline. Additionally, the

amount of hunting has increased in intensity. In 1955

hunters averaged 14.4 days afield, compared to an average

of 19 days afield in 1985 (U.S. Department of the

Interior, 1988).

16
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The second (long-term) trend is an overall slowing

down of the agricultural sector. Compared with the growth

in agricultural production following World War II, the

farm economy of the 1980's has frequently been

caracterized by low agricultural prices due to surpluses,

high costs of production and increased international

competition. Although the health of the farming sector is

cyclical, long-term trends indicate that the there is no

longer the same high rate of agricultural expansion seen

in between the mid-1950s and the mid-1970s (McCorkle,

1981). Many farmers who's land values are depreciating

and for whom the profitability of farming enterprises is

declining are in search of alternative uses of their

land. Stated differently, they are searching for ways to

enhance the marketing possibilities of all resources

available on the land. The definition of "marketable

resources" now extends beyond traditional agricultural

outputs to include recreation. The current demand for

outdoor leisure activities, .particularly hunting, can

provide an alternative source of revenue and

simultaneously provide the incentive for active

management of land resources for the benefit of wildlife.

Fee Hunting in Oregon

Fee hunting is becoming increasingly popular in

Oregon, as it is in much of the west. It affects a
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growing tourism and outdoor recreation business, it

provides income for ranchers and farmers, and it also

provokes some controversy among hunters, landowners, and

wildlife agency personnel. Recent interest in a range

management short course entitled Developing Profitable

Resource-Based Recreation on Private Land,as well as a

growing request for information from the Oregon State

University Cooperative Extension Service by landowners

indicates a need for an understanding of the market for

wildlife-related recreation (see Rasker and Bedell,

1987).

Many of the states in the west have taken on

official policies, supported or implemented by fish and

game agencies, to provide incentives for landowners to

manage land for the benefit of game species. These

incentives include such strategies as California's Ranch

for Wildlife Program, whereby agricultural land owners

can, after approval by the Fish and Game Commission, go

as far as increasing the bag limit on their land beyond

the limits imposed on the rest of the state, and sell

tags or permits directly to hunters (Massie, 1988, Long,

1987)1. Compared to other states, however, Oregon has

taken a relatively passive role in establishing incentive

programs.

1 See Wyoming Game and Fish Department (1986) and
Pineo (1985) for a review of state incentive programs for
wildlife management and hunter access on private land.
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In the fall of 1987 the Oregon Fish and Wildlife

Commission appointed an 8-member task force to

investigate the different approaches to fee hunting in

other states, and to conduct public hearings to see if a

change in policy is acceptable in Oregon. The role of the

task force was to "determine if statewide fee hunting,

regulated fee hunting, and commercial game farming on

privately owned lands can be implemented to the

satisfaction of the people of Oregon and for the benefit

of Oregon's wildlife and habitat" (Fee Hunting Task

Force, 1988). At the time of this writing the

recommendations are being evaluated by the Fish and

Wildlife Commission and by the Oregon Department of Fish

and Wildlife and other interested agencies, special

interest groups and citizens.

Much of the controversy over fee hunting and

incentive programs for wildlife management on private

land has it's roots in a lack of understanding by what is

meant by the term "fee hunting." For some it brings to

mind the introduction of exotic game (Geist, 1987), the

privatization of wildlife (Griffith, 1987), or an access

restriction imposed on hunters and other recreationists

to publicly owned grazing lands (Ernst, 1987). Yet to

others it means nothing more than the practice of

charging a fee for access to private land (Benson, 1987,

Pineo, 1987). For the purposes of this study, landowners

were surveyed who, due to the presence of waterfowl on
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their land, have the opportunity to charge hunters a fee

for access to their land. In this investigation,

therefore, the term "fee hunting" refers to an access

fee.

Issues

During the ongoing debate over fee hunting and

habitat management by private landowners in Oregon, some

important issues have been raised. Although it is not the

purpose of this study to resolve all conflicts related to

this complex topic, it is hoped that a case study might

shed light on some of the more pressing concerns.

Important questions that have been raised are;

Do land managers who charge hunters a fee for access

use the revenue to improve or develop wildlife habitat

and/or hunting opportunities?

What are the benefits, if any, to the wildlife

populations when private landowners become involved in

managing land for a hunting operation?

Are trespass and liability concerns a significant

deterrent to habitat developments and landowners'

decisions to allow hunters on their land?
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(4) Is damage from wildlife a significant deterrent to

landowners' decisions to manage land for the benefit of

wildlife or a hunting operation?

As in many other states in the west, there is also a

concern over hunting becoming a sport available only to

those who can afford to pay an access fee, thereby

excluding members of society on the basis of socio-

economic status (Geist, 1987, Burger and Teer, 1981).

Although this study did not investigate the issue from

the hunters' point of view, some information can be

provided by analyzing the price and quality

characteristics of the market investigated in this case

study.



STUDY AREA

The study area selected in Western Oregon consists

of farms adjacent to the Sauvie Island Wildlife

Management Area (WMA), the William L. Finley National

Wildlife Refuge (NWR), the Ankeny NWR, and the Baskett

Slough NWR (figure 11.1). The Sauvie Island WMA is

located 15 miles northwest of Portland, at the confluence

of the Columbia and Willamette Rivers. It is operated by

the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife (ODFW). The

three National Wildlife Refuges, managed by the U.S. Fish

and Wildlife Service (USFWS), are located in the

Willamette Valley.

This area was selected for several reasons. The

first criterion was that it meet certain attributes

similar to other regions of the state. These are; (1) the

presence of a public resource (wild animals) on private

land, (2) the presence of public land adjacent to private

agricultural land, (3) a market situation where farmers

must weigh the returns, monetary or otherwise, from the

production of wildlife habitat against the returns from

agricultural production, and (4) an existing market for

wildlife-related recreation.

All four of the refuges are known for their

abundance of migratory waterfowl in the winter months.

The proximity to the refuges provides the farmers the

22
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opportunity to market access to their land for wild duck

and goose hunting. The Willamette Valley and Sauvie

Island have long been utilized for waterfowl hunting,

with an estimated 200 to 500 hunt clubs on private land

(Jarvis, 1987).

The second criteria for selecting this case study

has to do with the importance of the area to the

management of wild animal populations. Western Oregon is

important to the Pacific Flyway. The refuges and the

surrounding private lands serve as a stopover for ducks

and geese migrating to the wintering grounds of

California and Mexico. They also serve as the primary

wintering grounds of the dusky Canada goose (Branta

canadensis occidentalis), whose declining population has

been one of the flyway's principle management concerns.

The population of the dusky Canada goose has declined

from 20,000 to 25,000 in the 1970's to 10,000 in 1984

(Jarvis and Cornelly, 1988). The source of this decline

is a due to a combination of depressed recruitment in the

summer and high mortality rates during the winter,

particularly from hunting (Jarvis and Cornelly, 1988,

Chapman et. al., 1969). In response to this, the U.S.

Fish and Wildlife Service has made the primary role of

the three refuges in the Willainette Valley; "to provide

suitable wintering habitat for the dusky Canada goose

population". One element of the habitat provided by the

refuges is protection from hunting (U.S. Department of
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the Interior, 1980, pg. 13). The refuges are also planted

with crops, which are left unharvested to provide

waterfowl feed.

Until recently, much of the research on waterfowl by

wildlife managers has focused on the nesting habitat of

wild ducks and geese. The most dramatic losses in habitat

have occurred in the northern nesting areas, and it was

long believed that these areas were the critical link in

the management of wild populations (Weller and Batt,

1988). An over emphasis in the breeding components of the

annual life cycle of wild populations has led to a lack

of appreciation by some of the limiting influences that

exist in wintering areas (Fretwell, 1972, Heitmeyer and

Fredrickson, 1981, Weller and Batt, 1988). One of the

alarming trends in wintering areas is the elimination of

wetlands which serve as habitat for wild ducks and geese.

It is estimated that nation-wide, wetlands are

disappearing at a rate of 300,000 to 450,000 acres per

year. Eighty-seven percent of all wetland losses from the

inid-1950's to the mid-1970's were due to agricultural

development (Tiner, 1984). Current research efforts have

identified the west coast as a major problem area in the

loss of wetlands for wintering waterfowl (Stewart, et.

al., 1988, Tiner, 1984). It is estimated that in the

Willamette Valley over half a million acres of marshes,

shallow ponds, potholes and wet meadows have been lost as
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waterfowl habitat due to agricultural development (U.S.

Department of the Interior, 1980).

In a suunary to a recent workshop of waterfowl

biologists entitled "Waterfowl in Winter", one of the

recommendations concerning habitat management was to

"become more involved with extension activities for the

private landowner" (Pederson, et. al., 1988, pg. 463). An

analysis of the behavior of land managers with existing,

or potential, waterfowl habitat in Western Oregon is

consistent with the spirit of this recommendation.



STUDY METHODS

Data Collection

A questionnaire was designed, pre-tested and

administered as an in-person interview to farmers

managing land next to each of the four wildlife refuges

in Western Oregon (figure 11.1).

One hundred and three individuals were identified as

farming land adjacent to the refuges2. The intent of the

sampling effort was to interview all these individuals.

Potential survey participants were contacted by mail to

introduce the purpose of the research and later contacted

by telephone to establish an interview date3. Of the 103

potential survey participants, 87 interviews were

completed from November 1988 to February 1989. One

individual refused to participate in the study, 5 had

moved or retired, 3 were no longer farming, and 7 could

not be located.
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2 Only crop and livestock farmers were interviewed
because land devoted to these types of activities have
the potential to be converted into waterfowl habitat.
Other forms of enterprises consisted of woodlots and
Christmas tree farms, which are predominantly located on
hillsides and therefore not potential sites for waterfowl
habitat (i.e. wetlands or "duck ponds").

Some individuals were contacted on a "drop-in"
basis, without establishing an interview date over the
telephone. In the letter of introduction it was mentioned
during which days the potential respondent could expect
the interviewer to stop by. All interviews were conducted
by the author.
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Survey respondents were asked questions concerning

thetheir farming practices and activities related to

waterfowl and waterfowl hunting for the 1987/1988 season

(October 17 to January 10). They were asked to describe

characteristics of the farm, their policies towards

hunting on their land, their investments in waterfowl

habitat improvements, costs related to waterfowl damage

and their beliefs concerning refuge management and

trespass and liability concerns. Respondents were also

asked the degree to which they agreed with Likert-type

statements designed to measure their attitudes towards

waterfowl and hunting. The responses to these questions

are presented in the next section4.

For full details of the questionnaire and responses
to all survey questions see appendices A and B.



RESULTS

Analysis of the survey responses revealed that there

is a distinct difference between the farms adjacent to

the Sauvie Island WMA and the farms neighboring the three

NWR's in the Willamette Valley. They differ in size and

in the types of crops produced. The average Willamette

Valley farm surveyed was 890.14 acres in size, in

contrast to an average of 570 acres on Sauvie Island. The

Willamette Valley farmers interviewed grow predominantly

grass seed and winter grains. The Sauvie Island farms

consist largely of a mixture of row crops and pasture. As

will be shown, these characteristics have some bearing on

issues such as waterfowl damage, and the participation of

farmers in habitat improvements and the production of

waterfowl hunting areas.

The farmers next to Sauvie Island WMA offer a

distinctly different recreational opportunity than that

offered by the Willainette Valley farmers. Duck

populations on Sauvie Island are approximately double

those of the three national wildlife refuges combined

(U.S. Department of the Interior, l987). Sauvie Island

is also close to a large metropolitan area, while the

other three refuges are more rural and require

comparatively more travel time to reach. In view of these

29

Based on aerial surveys of the Willamette Valley and
lower Columbia by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.



differences, the following discussion of the survey

results will include, where possible, a distinction

between these two areas.

Development of Habitat and Hunting Opportunities

Survey respondents were asked whether they had

"participated in any activities that were intended to be

for the benefit of waterfowl or for the management of the

hunting operation." These activities included planting

food and cover crops for waterfowl, building ponds or

wetlands for the purpose of attracting wild ducks and

geese, construction of water control structures, such as

dams or levees, water level regulation, and taking land

out of agricultural production to establish wetlands

and/or hunting areas6.

Of the 87 individuals interviewed, 51.7% invested in

activities to develop habitat and/or hunting

opportunities. Figure 11.2 shows the percentage of

respondents farming land next to each of the four

refuges, and whether they did or did not invest in

30

6 In this study the term "wetland" is defined as in
Cowardin et. al. (1979, pg. 3); an area which is
"saturated with water or covered by shallow water at some
time during the growing season of each year".
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waterfowl habitat improvements7. The average annual

variable costs for planting waterfowl food and cover and

controlling the water level in ponds or wetlands was

$1,366.49, ranging from zero to a maximum of $6,000. For

the Sauvie Island area the average variable costs per

farm were $2,857.22, compared to an average of $422.17

for farms in the Willamette Valley area.

Five individuals built waterfowl hunting areas, or

"duck ponds", at an average cost of $1,570 and 16

individuals invested in water-control structures to

retain water in the ponds. The average cost of these

structures was $623.13.

When asked about their familiarity with government

programs aimed at preserving wetlands and programs which

help pay for the costs of waterfowl habitat or wildlife

food plots, almost half (48.28%) said they were not aware

of such programs. Over forty percent (43.67%) were

familiar with programs available though the Agricultural

Stabilization and Conservation Service (ASCS) which pay

for part of the costs of establishing shallow water areas

and food plots, 6.9 percent were familiar with the

"Swampbuster" (from the 1985 Food Food Security Act), and

one was aware of a state implemented program that pays

The term "waterfowl habitat" refers to any area
where a wild duck or goose will land to seek food, water
and/or refuge. This definition includes wetlands, but is
not limited to land which is submerged or seasonally
flooded. For instance, it includes grass and corn fields
where geese may land to rest and feed.
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for seed for wildlife food. Less than 6 percent of the

farmers interviewed participated in any of these

programs.

Access Fees and Access Policies

Seventy eight percent of the farmers interviewed

allowed people other than their immediate family to hunt

on their land (see figure 11.3). Of these 54.4 percent

charged waterfowl hunters an access fee and 45.6 percent

allowed hunters on their land without charge.

Figure 11.4 shows the distribution of those who

charged a fee, by refuge. Note that the majority of the

farmers adjacent to the Sauvie Island Wildlife Management

Area charged hunters an access fee. In contrast, a much

smaller percentage of the farmers in the Willamette

Valley charged a fee. As will be shown later, the level

of investments in habitat developments was

correspondingly higher for the Sauvie Island area.
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Figure 11.3. Survey respondents who allowed people other
than immediate family to hunt on their land, and whether an

access fee was charged.
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One of the questions this study hoped to address was

whether landowners who charge a fee also invest in

habitat developments or improvements. Of those who

charged an access fee, 91.89 percent invested in

waterfowl habitat improvements, such as planting food

crops or creating shallow water areas. Figure 11.5 shows

the distribution, by location, of land managers who

invested in habitat improvements and whether hunters were

charged an access fee. Figure 11.6 shows the relationship

between investments in waterfowl habitat, and whether a

fee was charged.

From figures 11.5 and 11.6 it appears that the

financial incentive is closely tied with habitat

developments, particularly in the Sauvie Island area and

on farms adjacent to the Finley National Wildlife Refuge.

When asked about their attitudes towards the financial

prospects of leasing hunting rights, 82.76 percent of all

respondents agreed with the statement: "waterfowl hunting

on my land could increase my income". Almost three

fourths (73.56%) also agreed that: "having good waterfowl

hunting on my land could increase the value of my land."

However, a closer investigation of these data is required

before one can conclude that financial gain is the only

motive.
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In figure 11.6 it can be seen that 24% of the

farmers who invested labor, capital and/or machinery to

develop or improve waterfowl habitat did not charge an

access fee. Therefore, there may also be other factors at

work.

It was hypothesized that one of the factors which

affects investments in habitat is the land managers'

participation in waterfowl hunting. Seventy one percent

of the farmers who invested in habitat improvements were

themselves also waterfowl hunters (figure 11.7). There

was one observation, however, which points to a drawback

of having hunting as a motive for habitat improvements.

Eleven (12.64%) of the farmers interviewed mentioned that

they used to be involved in habitat developments to

attract ducks and geese. All claimed that the reason they

no longer invested in such developments was due to

increased restrictions against hunting certain races of

Canada goose8. This points to one of the problems when an

animal, previously considered a game species, requires

8 The 1987 and 1988 oregon Game Bird Regulations
(Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife) restrict the bag
limit to one cackling Canada goose or one dusky Canada
goose per person per season. To be eligible for a special
goose hunt permit hunters must attend a goose
identification class. They must also register at U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service or ODFW check stations prior to
hunting and check out after the hunt.



See Chapman et. al. (1969) for an account of the
status of the dusky Canada goose, at a time when
excessive harvests threatened the population.
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protection9. If pleasure derived from hunting is one of

the motives for habitat developments, then limiting the

species available to hunt, or reducing the season length

or bag limit might erode one of the landowner's

incentives to manage land for waterfowl.

A second factor to consider is landowners' attitudes

towards waterfowl. Nearly three fourths (72.42%) agreed

that, even if it were illegal to hunt waterfowl, they

would enjoy having them on their property "just for their

beauty." There appears, therefore, to also be an element

of aesthetic appreciation towards waterfowl. As will be

seen in following sections, however, many farmers

appreciated the presence of wild ducks, but felt

negatively towards the presence of large flocks of geese.

The reason for this was due to the costs incurred, either

from damage to crops (i.e. depredation) or from trying to

prevent damage (hazing).
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Fees Charged and Quality Characteristics

The average fee charged per person for seasonal

hunting rights was $628, ranging from $100 to $1,700.

More extreme price ranges have been reported in a study

of waterfowl leases in Missouri, where the price of

seasonal hunting rights ranged from $300 to $3,000 per

person (Schenck, et. al., 1987). In a study of Texas rice

growers who marketed waterfowl hunting, Willis and Mertes

(1979), found that prices were based on a combination of

management practices, including the presence or absence

of water and waterfowl food, and amenities supplied by

the farmer. A similar conclusion can be drawn here. The

price largely reflects differences in the quality of the

hunt, and the differences in demand for waterfowl

hunting, which varies considerably between farms in the

Willamette valley and those on Sauvie Island. These

differences are highlighted in table 11.1.

For the Sauvie Island area the average fee was

$1,015 per person for the season, ranging from $500 to

$1,700. For the Willamette Valley region the average

seasonal charge per person was $191. The lowest seasonal

fee was $100 per person, and the highest was $436 per

person. Most farmers leased land for hunting to a group

of individuals, generally called a "duck club", who

received exclusive hunting rights. Over 83 percent of the

42
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leases were oral agreements and, on average, the farmers

knew 96 percent of the hunters personally.

Only 2 individuals actively pursued "clients". All

others let the hunters contact them. The marketing, or

advertisement, of waterfowl hunting opportunities,

therefore, was not necessary to attract hunters.

The profit levels (calculated from survey responses

as revenues minus variable costs, not including

opportunity costs or depredation costs) were as varied as

was the range in prices and quality characteristics. For

the Sauvie Island area, profits ranged from $1,300 to

$61,670. In the Willamette Valley, profits were

substantially lower, from $300 to $2,820. Three

individuals broke even, and one operated at a net loss.

The differences in seasonal prices for hunting

rights between the Sauvie Island farms and those located

in the Willamette Valley reflect a difference in the

quality of the hunt. This quality difference is reflected

in three characteristics; the travel distance required

for the hunters, the level of habitat investments by the

land managers, and the waterfowl populations present in

each area, which is reflected in the number of ducks and

geese harvested. Of these characteristics, only travel

distance is similar between the two areas.
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Table 11.1. Quality characteristics and seasonal hunting
prices for the Sauvie Island and Wi3lainette Valley areas,
1987/1988 waterfowl hunting season'.

These figure are only for those farms for which a fee
charged. Standard errors are in parenthesis.

-' To the nearest city with population > 40,000.
Total reported duck harvests were 13,538 and 2,652 on

Sauvie Island and the Willamette Valley farms,
respectively. Total numbers of geese harvested were 1,445
and 258, respectively. This number is an under-estimate,
as 3 individuals on Sauvie Island and 6 in the Willamette
Valley were unable to estimate the number of birds
harvested.

Average:
(per farm)

Sauvie
Island

Willamette
Valley

Travel distance (xniles)k/ 11.00 20.00
(.65) (.47)

Investments in planting food $2,857.22 $481.57
plots, & water regulation (1314.47) (65.05)

Ducks 712.53 63.17
(179.25) (12.66)

Geese harvested 76. 6.14
(33.15) (1.37)

Seasonal fees (per person) $1,015.50 $191.34
(82.77) (23.18)
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In addition to quality characteristics, it is

important to mention that Sauvie Island is close to the

Portland metropolitan area, with over half a million

inhabitants. The proximity to a large population center

makes it more likely that the demand for waterfowl

hunting is correspondingly larger than in rural areas.

Consequently, landowners on Sauvie Island are able to

charge higher prices. By comparison, Willamette Valley

farms surveyed are located near Salem and Corvallis, with

populations of 90,000 and 40,000, respectively.

Characteristics of Hunt Management

One of the concetns is whether land developed for

waterfowl hunting also serves as a benefit to the

waterfowl population. That is, is there any "refuge"

quality to the land?

In all but two cases, the amount of hunting was

regulated, either by the landowner or by the hunt club,

to certain times of the week and, in some cases, also by

time of day. The restrictions were voluntary and in

addition to legal hunting restrictions. On Sauvie Island,

for example, the norm is to hunt three days of the week

and holidays. The effect of these restrictions are

twofold; first, it results in higher quality hunting, and

second, it allows for rest, or "refuge" periods. During

the of f days the land has the characteristics of habitat
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for wintering waterfowl; food, water and refuge from

hunting (Sekora, 1989). In addition, these

characteristics are present before and after the legal

hunting period.

Including legal hunting restrictions and those which

were self-imposed, the 37 farms where fees were charged

provided, on average, 48.35 days each for hunting during

the 1987/1988 season. In total, they supplied 1,789 days

for hunting. Multiplying this figure by the number of

people hunting on each farm yields a total 15,413 Hunter

Days (HD). This amounts to an average of 416.57 HD

supplied per farm10.

TresDass/Liabil ity

Landowner concern over liability has been identified

in previous research as a major concern whenever hunters

use private land, and as a disincentive to managing

wildlife habitat (Jahn, 1986, Burger and Teer, 1981,

Shelton, 1981). Trespass is often cited as one of the

negative aspects of having wildlife on private land

(Webster, 1980, Horvath, 1976).

10 This figure assumes that all people who have the
right to hunt on the farm actually hunt on every
available day. Hunter Days, therefore, is a measure of
recreational opportunities supplied, and not necessarily
a measure of use.
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In measuring attitudes towards hunters, over one

third (36.47%) of the people interviewed agreed with the

statement; "in general, I consider hunters on my land to

be a nuisance and a bother." Close to three fourths (70%)

of the people who responded this way also did not allow

hunters on their land, and 74.19% did not invest

resources for the development of habitat or hunting

opportunities11.

When asked whether they were worried about the

possibility of being sued when hunters use their land,

both types of land managers agreed, those who invested in

habitat developments (55.1%), and those who did not

(44.89%). One explanation for why some people who manage

waterfowl habitat feel this way is because many of the

people who invest in the development of a hunting area

also have hunters on their land. This, in turn, increases

their concern about liability suits.

It was interesting to note that trespass was not a

problem for over a third (36.78%) of the survey

respondents and only "sometimes" a problem for little

less than half (45.98%). Twenty six of the 37 (70.27%)

In a separate report, using data from this survey,
regression analysis was applied to determine
statistically significant predictors of the probability
of land managers' decision to manage land for the benefit
of waterfowl. One of the significant variables,
negatively correlated with the probability of habitat
development, was land owner's attitudes towards hunters
as a "nuisance" (see chapter III).
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farmers who charged a fee for hunting said that duck club

members helped protect against trespassers.

Damage from Waterfowl

The issue of damage to crops caused by migratory

waterfowl was one which provoked the most ardent

reactions from the farmers interviewed. Many were anxious

to make clear the distinction in their attitudes towards

ducks versus geese.

Survey respondents were asked whether their farming

operation suffered waterfowl-related costs during the

winter of 1987/1988. Almost three fourths (73.6%)

reported having incurred costs, either in terms of damage

to crops (depredation) or from having to scare birds away

from agricultural crops (hazing). All damage reported was

attributed to geese.

The average costs from the 64 individuals who

reported waterfowl-associated damage was $5,162 per farm,

ranging from $50 to as high as $29,625. The sum of all

costs, as seen in table 11.2, was $336,191.36.

Figure 11.8 shows the crop types for which there was

depredation by geese. The crops most frequently grazed on

by geese were grass seed fields, hay and grain. As

mentioned previously, the farmers in the Willamette

Valley grow predominantly grass seed and winter grains.

The majority of the costs (86.39%) related to goose
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depredation and hazing were incurred on the farms in the

Willamette Valley.

Table 11.2. Costs of waterfowl-related damage on farms
during the winter of 1987/1988.

" Spraying against weeds due to contamination by geese.
Labor cost rates are those of hired labor. When hazing

activities are conducted by the owner or manager of the
farm this cost is most likely higher. Therefore, this
figure represents a minimum.

N=64

Number of
Responses

Total
Cost($)

Costs to Farming Operation:

Decrease in crop yield 47 283,752.00
Re-plantix)g 8 6,360.00
Spraying&' 2 1,150.00

Preventative Measures (hazing):

Hazing equipqnt 40 6,091.00
Hazing 1abor1 38 30,352.00
Transportation 20 8,487.00

TOTAL 336,191.36
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Figure 11.8. Crop types on which goose depredation was
reported.
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There are several difficulties associated with

measuring waterfowl damage costs by means of a

questionnaire and results should be interpreted

cautiously. One of the problems has to do with accurately

measuring the costs. Most survey respondents had little

trouble itemizing hazing costs, and many had them

documented. The costs to the farming operation, such as

decreases in crop yield, and weed contamination by geese,

however, are more difficult to estimate.

Costs related to hazing activities are easier to

estimate when they are an integral component of the

farm's winter activities. Over sixty percent (62.4%) of

all respondents who reported having waterfowl-related

damage

regularly conducted hazing activities, usually on a daily

basis. There were several individuals who hired a full-

time "hazer" for two to three months, whose daily job

entails driving from one field to another, chasing geese.

A second measurement problem has to do with farmers'

ability to recall the costs of hazing activities and

goose damage from the previous year. In February of 1988

the Animal Damage Control division of the United States

Department of Agriculture (USDA) implemented a mail

survey with the objective of measuring waterfowl damage

costs in the Willamette Valley and Columbia River Basin.

The response rate was poor (less than 10%). One of the
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reasons for this was believed to be peoples' inability to

accurately measure and recall these costs (Hall, 1988).

A third difficulty with measuring damage costs is

the potential for bias. Land managers may be tempted to

exaggerate costs if they believe results of the survey

may lead to policies which benefit them, such as

compensation or increasea government assistance in

hazing. For this reason, survey participants were

specifically requested to list minimum cost estimates.

Although it was not the purpose of this study to

obtain a precise measure of all costs related to the

presence of waterfowl on agricultural fields, one

conclusion that can be drawn is that damage from geese is

a significant problem. It is not clear, however, whether

damage serves as a deterrent to farmers' decision.to

manage land for the benefit of waterfowl or for a hunting

operation. Almost half (49.23%) of the people who

received damage from waterfowl also invested in habitat

improvements.

When asked whether they believed that "hunting helps

reduce damage to my crops by scaring waterfowl", 64%

agreed. The hazing effect of hunting, therefore, may be

one of the factors farmers consider when allowing hunters

on their land. More than eighty percent (81.25%) of the

farmers who received goose damage allowed hunters on

their land.
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Over half (59.77%) of those who incurred waterfowl

damage believed leasing hunting rights could help pay for

the costs of goose damage. However, 24.44% disagreed and

did not believe damage costs could be recovered through

fees charged for hunting. It is not clear, therefore,

that the decision to charge hunters a fee is motivated by

attempts to recover costs from waterfowl damage.

The most important consequence of waterfowl damage

on farm crops is the strain it causes on the relationship

between refuge managers and the landowners. When asked

whether they believed the wildlife refuges helped reduce

waterfowl damage to crops on neighboring farms, over half

(52.87%) disagreed. Of the 34 individuals who did believe

the refuge helped reduce damage, almost half (48%) were

adjacent to the Sauvie Island WMA. In other words, of the

22 farmers interviewed on Sauvie Island, about three

fourths agreed that current refuge management helped

reduce depredation. Again, there is evidence that the

waterfowl situation on Sauvie Island is distinct from the

Willamette Valley. There were 10 positive comments

regarding refuge management's ability to plant crops

which alleviate crop depredations on neighboring farms.

All but one were directed towards the Sauvie Island WMA.

In contrast, there were 24 negative comments concerning

this issue, all directed at the management of the three

refuges in the Willainette Valley. It is probable that

refuge management is not the only factor influencing the
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cooperation between public and private interests.

However, evidence presented does suggest a need for close

inspection of the difference between management

strategies, and the relationships that exist with

neighboring farmers.



SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

One of the objectives of this study was to identify,

by means of a case study, the benefits and problems

associated with wildlife habitat management on private

land. In doing so, issues surrounding the controversy of

the growth in fee hunting in Oregon were also addressed.

The most obvious conclusion that can be drawn is

that there is potential for mutual benefit if wildlife

enthusiasts and fish and game agencies cooperate to

encourage wildlife habitat management on private land.

The landowners farming land adjacent to the refuges are

in a situation similar to many farmers and ranchers in

the rest of the state. By being next to a publicly

managed area, the farmer receives spill-over benefits,

such as, in this example, large concentrations of wild

ducks and geese. For a rancher in Eastern Oregon, the

spill-over benefit might be elk or deer which move from

public land to the private land. Whether the presence of

wildlife on private land is considered a benefit depends

on many factors, including whether there is damage to

crops, and whether the landowner personally gains,

financially or otherwise, from having wild animals on the

farm or ranch. Hunters and fish and game agencies are in

a position to influence landowners' behavior towards

wildlife in such a way that all sides benefit.
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From this case study, it appears that for those who

invested in habitat improvements to attract waterfowl,

incentives included financial returns from hunting

leases, aesthetic appreciation and personal enjoyment

from hunting waterfowl. Additionally, the attitudes of

these individuals was generally positive towards

waterfowl and hunters. Given this scenario, it is easy to

envision a mutually beneficial existence between the

refuge management and neighboring farms. This is possible

because, in the same way that the farmers can gain from

their proximity to the refuge, the refuge management

itself gains from habitat developments on private land.

As demonstrated earlier, although the primary purpose of

the waterfowl areas on private land is for hunting, they

do provide refuge characteristics, such as food, water

and shelter, during the majority of the winter. Private

landowners, therefore, provide spill-over benefits for

the public.

If we add the issue of waterfowl damage to this

scenario, however, the picture is altered. Although it is

not evident that damage to crops by geese is a

disincentive to habitat developments, it is apparent that

relations between refuge management in the Willainette

Valley and the farmers who incur goose-related costs are

strained. Given that there is a potential for mutual

cooperation and mutual benefit, it is to the advantage of

refuge managers to promote a closer working relationship.
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Such a relationship must include, as a starting point,

the understanding that goose damage is perceived as a

significant issue by a majority of the farmers involved.

One of the mostcontroversial issues related to fee

hunting in Oregon is the question of whether the

increasing popularity of access fees will lead to hunters

being excluded from opportunities based on their ability

to pay. This is a complicated issue, and cannot be

resolved in it's entirety by one case study. The market

for waterfowl hunting in Western Oregon does, however,

shed light on some of the possible outcomes for the rest

of the state if the market for hunting access continues

to grow. The first observation is that the price of

hunting on private lands appears to reflect the demand

for hunting and the quality of the hunting area. In this

study, the range of prices varied enormously, as did the

degree of investments in habitat improvements and the

location. The price to hunt on a farm next to the Sauvie

Island WMA, on a pond that has been heavily developed to

attract wild ducks and geese, is much different than one

adjacent to one of the Willamette Valley refuges, where

landowner investments in habitat improvements are

correspondingly much smaller and waterfowl populations

are lower. Almost half of the farmers did not charge a

fee, and there is some evidence that the presence of

hunters helps reduce damage to crops by geese. For those

not willing to pay for the right to hunt on private land,
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access is available for a variety of prices. However, as

in the marketing of most products and services, the price

serves as a signal that reflects relative value. In this

case, the item being marketed is access to private land

for hunting opportunities.

An important issue that is often forgotten in the

fee hunting debate in Oregon is the challenge of

convincing landowners to open their land to hunters and

other wildlife-related recreation, and finding ways to

convince them to manage their land for the benefit of

wildlife. The first step in achieving this goal is to

identify disincentives to managing land for the benefit

of wildlife and/or hunters. Of those individuals who did

not allow hunting and did not invest in habitat

improvements, many considered hunters to be "a nuisance

and a bother". Of all people interviewed, including those

who did and those who did not invest in habitat

improvements, there was concern over the possibility of

being sued by hunters. This is an issue which has been

identified by many authors as a significant deterrent to

habitat developments, and should be treated in Oregon as

a priority issue.

It should be stressed that there appeared to be

several motives for developing waterfowl habitat and

hunting areas. The financial incentive is the most

obvious one, but it is undoubtedly shaped by attitudes

and personal enjoyment of waterfowl, such as aesthetic
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appreciation and personal participation in waterfowl

hunting. We must ask ourselves, however, what would

happen if we took away the financial incentive. Would

altruistic and non-financial motives be sufficient to

provide the amount of habitat which currently exists? In

a time when farmers must seriously evaluate every

possible use of their land in terms of economic returns

such a prospect is unlikely.

Finally, there is one important observation worth

exploring in further detail. In this study, the

development of habitat and hunting opportunities by

farmers was financed primarily by the hunter. There do

exist government cost-share programs designed to help

plant waterfowl food and establish shallow water areas,

and although awareness of these programs was relatively

high, participation in them was low. The hunters,

therefore, are paying the bill. This truth points to a

potential problem. What happens if it is necessary to

assert restrictions on the hunting season or on the bag

limit? For example, what would happen if poor recruitment

due to a severe drought forces the closure of the

waterfowl hunting for a season? Will hunters continue to

pay for the development of habitat for wintering ducks

and geese? Will farmer's non-financial motives be

sufficient to plant crops for the waterfowl to eat and

fill duck ponds with water? These are difficult questions

to answer. Further research efforts should investigate
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why few farmers participated in cost-share programs, and

there should be a search for additional sources of

capital for waterfowl habitat development. In years when

hunting is severelly restricted, or in the event that the

demand for waterfowl hunting in Western Oregon decreases,

incentive programs need to be developed to induce the

private agricultural landowner to manage land resources

for the benefit of waterfowl.
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CHAPTER III

FACTORS INFLUENCING WATERFOWL HABITAT MANAGEMENT ON
PRIVATE LAND IN WESTERN OREGON

ABSTRACT

Wildlife management takes place in a mixed economy.

Wild species are publicly owned and managed by public

agencies. However, the habitat on which wildlife relies

is largely in the hands of private ownership. One of the

tasks for wildlife managers, therefore, is to find ways

to motivate private landowners to manage land resources

for the benefit of wildlife and wildlife-associated

recreation. Incentive programs can be developed only

after identifying the incentives and disincentives for

active participation in wildlife management by

landowners.

Incentives for habitat management include potential

profits from marketing access for hunting. However,

developing a market for hunting opportunities has

limitations as a policy tool. These limitations are

discussed, and an analysis wasconducted to determine

whether there are other factors which, in addition to the

financial incentive, lead to active wildlife habitat

management by private landowners. Farmers in Western

Oregon who have waterfowl habitat, or who have the
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potential to develop waterfowl habitat were investigated

as a case study.

Logistic regression was applied, with the objective

of identifying statistically significant determinants of

farmers' decision to invest land, labor and/or capital to

manage land for the benefit of waterfowl. A conceptual

model was developed to aid in the analysis and to

illustrate the relationship among independent variables.

Results indicate that; (1) there are many factors at

work which simultaneously affect farmers' decisions to

manage land resources for waterfowl, (2) economic

incentives are influenced by non-economic forces, such as

attitudes and physical characteristics of the farm, (3)

incentives for habitat management include income from

waterfowl hunting leases and farmers' personal

satisfaction from hunting and aesthetic appreciation of

wild ducks and geese and, (4) disincentives to habitat

development include attracting unwanted trespassers, fear

of lawsuits by hunters, and negative attitudes towards

hunters. Damage from waterfowl did not seem to act as a

significant deterrent to habitat management. The policy

implications of these results are discussed.



INTRODUCTION

The private agricultural landowner in the United

States has long been the center of attention for

biologists, social scientists and economists concerned

with the management of wildlife resources. There are

several reasons for this. First, it is estimated that two

thirds of the land in the United States is in private

ownership (Langner, 1987). Agricultural landowners

control some of the most productive lands, containing the

richest soils and most abundant water resources. Land

that is productive from an agronomic point of view often

also contains the essential ingredients for wildlife

habitat.

The second reason for the focus on private

landowners is due to the nature of wildlife management in

this country. It operates in a mixed economy, one with a

unique combination of private and public interests which,

in turn, calls for considerable cooperation between

landowners, wildlife agency personnel and the public.

The Public Trust Doctrine dictates that the wildlife

resources found on private and public lands are held "in

trust" by the individual states for the people and that

private ownership of fish and wildlife would result in

inefficient resource allocation (U.S. Department of

Agriculture, 1986). For this reason fish and wildlife are

owned by all citizens, and the responsibility of wildlife
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management lies in the hands of state agencies. The

challenge arises when the necessary ingredients for

habitat development, such as food, water and shelter, are

owned by private landowners.

The task for the wildlife manager, therefore, is to

find ways to motivate landowners into managing their land

for the benefit of wildlife. This paper reports on the

results of a case study into this issue; the

identification of factors which predict whether or not

private land mangers will invest in habitat developments

and improvements. In particular, attention is directed

towards agricultural land managers who have the potential

to produce wildlife habitat as a component of farm

outputs.

The Financial Incentive

One of the more obvious factors influencing farmers'

decisions to manage land for the benefit of wildlife, and

the one most often written about, is the potential for

financial returns from marketing access for wildlife-

associated recreation (Teer, et. al., 1983, Wesley, 1987,

Stier and Bishop, 1981, Langner, 1987, Schenck et. al,

1987). Aldo Leopold, in the "Report of the Committee on

American Wild Life Policy" (1929) addressed the issue of

landowner incentives as follows;
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"Fear of impending scarcity, coupled with a desire
to study, admire, shoot, or eat game, are valuable
incentives, but do not of themselves impel action
over large enough areas. To induce wide-spread
production of game on private lands there must also
be the incentive of profit to the landowner."

Leopolds' opinion of what was necessary to motivate

the landowner is also a familiar perception today. Many

government programs have been established to stimulate

market transactions associated with wildlife and

wildlife-associated recreation. For example, in

California and Colorado, state agencies have implemented

programs whereby agricultural landowners can, after

approval and under the supervision of agency personnel,

go as far as lengthening the hunting season and

increasing the bag limit on their land beyond the limits

for the rest of the state (Nassie, 1988, Rasker and

Bedell, 1987). The objectives are to counter serious

reductions in habitat and to provide more recreational

opportunities for the public (Wyoming Game and Fish

Department, 1986). This is accomplished by giving the

landowner more marketing options. By providing a

financial incentive, the private land manager can attach

market values to wildlife. In the examples just

mentioned, the market values are those derived from

marketing access for wildlife-related recreation.

--ncentive programs that rely on the existence of a

commercial market associated with wildlife can have

\limitations. Two of these are offered as examples. First,
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it may be necessary in some instances for wildlife

managers to assert biological controls, such as

restrictions on the hunting seasons, bag limits, or

restrictions against shooting particular species. Such

constraints, although necessary from a biological

standpoint, limit the operation of the market. They may

result in a decreased demand for hunting and

consequently, for the private land manager, limit the

profit potential associated with managing land for the

benefit of wildlife.

A second limitation of relying on markets as a form

of incentives is that wildlife biologists, concerned with

issues of fairness, have been reluctant to adopt

economics as a policy tool (Bishop, 1987). Concerns exist

over hunting becoming a sport available only to those who

can afford to pay an access, thereby excluding members of

society on the basis of socio-economic status (Geist,

1987, Burger and Teer, 1981). Limited access to the

wildlife resource is considered by many to be an issue of

increasing importance (Brown, et. al., 1984, Guyn and

Schmidt, 1984, Wright and Kaiser, 1986).

Given these negative aspects of the financial

incentive, the challenge for the wildlife manager is to

find if there other factors which, in addition to the

financial motive, lead to active wildlife habitat

management by private landowners.



STUDY METHODS

A conceptual model, presented in figure 111.1, was

developed to aid in the analysis. It incorporates the

different dimensions that are hypothesized to be part of

the institutional structure within which a farmer

conducts his affairs, and the factors which influence

wildlife habitat management1. The factors which are

hypothesized to influence farmers' decisions to invest in

wildlife habitat management are divided into 6 different

categories; personal, attitudinal, trespass/liability,

physical, government assistance, and economic2. Each

factor represents an independent variable in a logistic

regression model. The dependent variable is qualitative

in form; whether or not the agricultural land owner or

manager invests capital, time and/or labor to manage land

resources for the benefit of wildlife.
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1 The term "institution" is defined by Schmid (1972)
as; "Institutions are sets of ordered relationships among
people which define their property rights, exposure to
the rights of others, privileges, and responsibilities."

2 As presented in figure 111.1 the factors are divided
into distinct categories. This representation is a
simplification to aid in the empirical testing of the
model. The distinction between categories are less
obvious when the actual variables are measured. For
example, attitudinal factors may also be classified as
personal factors, and certain physical factors may also
belong in the economic category.



Education
Age
Yrs. in family
Member; sport/
conservation
organization
Days hunted
personally

/
Physical

Farm size
Farm type
Wetland acres
Owned vs.
leased land

Refuge farm is
adjacent to

Wildlife
Related

Hunting
Related

Jr

Landowners' decision to
manage land resources for
the benefit of wildlife

t
Government Assistance

Familiarity with
programs for
habitat
development
Participation in
programs
Technical help

Posting policy
Trespass problems
Concerns about
liability suits

Economic

Household income
Income from
farming

Costs of damage
from waterfowl

Income from
hunting leases

Figure 111.1. Conceptual model of factors influencing
agricultural land managers' decision to invest in
wildlife habitat management practices.
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In accordance with Schmid (1978) and Johnson (1972)

it is proposed that managerial behavior is social,

psychological, and political in nature. A realistic view

of producer behavior may represented by a choice model

which incorporates elements of the physical and social

sciences, in addition to economic factors. The general

behavioral rule of utility maximization is assumed for

the producer, but the opportunity.set is constrained by

institutional factors.

The Choice Model

Suppose that an individual derives utility from farm

outputs resulting from investments in waterfowl habitat

and from money income. Investments in habitat

improvements may result in the production of aesthetic

amenities and recreational opportunities (e.g. waterfowl

hunting, bird watching) and, potentially, income from

hunting leases. The utility function of the individual

can be specified as:

(1) U(w, y; s)

where w = land outputs resulting from waterfowl habitat

investments,

y = money income representing all other goods, and
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s = a vector of attributes pertaining to the

individual which might affect preferences.

Some of these attributes are included in the

conceptual model (figure 111.1).

The individual attempts to maximize utility within

the context of the institutional structure. Profits from

hunting leases and costs of habitat management will

affect the individual's money income.

When an individual invests in habitat improvements,

the variable w is equal to 1. Otherwise, W = 0 if no

investments are made. Therefore. when investment takes

place, the utility function can be represented by:

U1 = U(l, y + y; s)

where y. = net income (or cost) from waterfowl habitat

provision, and

0

Condition (3) indicates that the decision to invest in

habitat may or may not add to net income of the farm.

y is greater than zero if the individual profits from

leasing hunting rights.

Alternatively, if an individual does not invest, the

utility function is specified as:

(4) U0 = U(0, y; s)
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The decision rule for the individual can then be

represented as follows; an individual will choose to

invest only if the utility derived from developing or

improving waterfowl habitat exceeds the utility from not

doing so:

(5) U(l, y + y; s) > U(O, y;s)

This model forms the basis of the statistical estimation

procedure, the goal of which is to identify statistically

significant predictors of landowners' decision behavior.

The data for the elements of the model were gathered

through a questionnaire. Agricultural land managers were

interviewed and information from the survey was used to

test which factors were significant determinants of

landowners' decisions towards wildlife habitat

management. Because certain elements of the model are

specific to this case study, the survey methodology is

explained first, followed by a discussion of the model

elements and the statistical estimation procedure.



Study Area

Western Oregon and in particular the Willainette

Valley is an important wintering area for migratory

waterfowl. Wild ducks and geese fly though the valley on

their way to California and Mexico. The valley also

serves as the primary wintering grounds for the dusky

Canada goose (Branta canadensis occidentalis). Because of

the regions' importance to the Pacific Flyway, the U.S.

Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) and the Oregon

Department of Fish and Wildlife (ODFW) have established a

series of wildlife refuges. These are located in the

heart of Western Oregon's most productive farmland.

The migratory waterfowl that use the refuges during

the winter months also land on the surrounding

agricultural fields. For the private land manager, the

abundance of wild ducks and geese serve as a potential

source of revenue and personal enjoyment. However, they

can also cause substantial damage to crops, and are the

source of conflict between landowners, wildlife

management agency personnel, and waterfowl hunters.
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Data Collection

A questionnaire was designed, pre-tested and

administered as an in-person interview to farmers

managing land next to each of four refuges; the Sauvie

Island Wildlife Management Area (WHA), the William L.

Finley National Wildlife Refuge (NWR), the Ankeny NWR,

and the Baskett Slough NWR. The Sauvie Island WMA lies at

the confluence of the Columbia and Willamette Rivers, 15

miles northwest of Portland and is managed by the Oregon

Department of Fish and Wildlife. The three NWR5 are

located in the Willainette Valley, and are managed by the

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.

One hundred and three individuals were identified as

farming land within 3 miles of the refuges. The design of

the sampling effort was to interview the entire

population; all agricultural land managers who utilized

their land to grow agricultural crops or to raise

livestock and who worked land adjacent to one of the four

NWR's or the W3. Potential survey respondents were

contacted by mail to introduce the purpose of the

research project and later contacted by telephone to
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Crop and livestock farmers were interviewed because
land devoted to these types of activities have the
potential to be converted into waterfowl habitat. Other
forms of enterprises consisted of woodlots and Christmas
tree farms, which are predominantly located on hillsides
and therefore not potential sites for waterfowl habitat
(e.g. marshes and ponds).
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establish an interview date4. Of the 103 potential survey

participants, 87 interviews were completed from November

1988 to February 1989. Individuals were asked questions

concerning their farming operatiOn and waterfowl habitat

developments for the winter months of 1987/1988. One

individual refused to participate in the study, 5 had

moved or retired, 3 had deceased, and 7 could not be

located.

See appendix A for the letter of introduction and
the questionnaire.



MODEL ELEMENTS

Elements included in the model were selected from

three sources; (1) previous literature, (2) expert

opinion from state and federal fish and wildlife agency

personnel (ODFW and USFWS), officials from conservation

organizations (Ducks Unlimited, National Wildlife

Federation), and from special interest groups (Oregon

Landowners and Waterfowlers Association, Oregon Duck

Hunters Association) and, (3) economic theory. The

elements of the model and their abbreviations are listed

in table 111.1. There follows a detailed discussion of

the different sections of the model.

The Dependent Variable

The dependent variable was defined as whether or not

land managers participated in activities intended to be

for the benefit of waterfowl. The activities consisted of

any (or all) of the following practices; (1) construction

of a marsh or pond designed to attract migratory

waterfowl, including excavation and/or the construction

of a structure to retain water, such as a dam or levee,

(2) planting of food plots, such as corn, buckwheat and

millet to attract wild ducks and geese and, (3)

regulation of water level in a marsh or pond during the

winter months in such a way as to attract waterfowl.
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Table 111.1. Model elements (independent variables) and
abbreviations (variable names).

Personal
Age. AGE

Education. EDUC

Number of years farm has been
in the same family. YEARS

Member of a sporting club or
conservation organization (dummy). MEMBER

Number of days/year personally hunt. HUNTDYS

Attitudinal: Waterfowl Related
Personal satisfaction derived from
wild ducks and geese on property. SAT

Aesthetic appreciation of waterfowl. BEAUTY

Waterfowl as an annoyance and bother. ANN

Crop damage from waterfowl a
significant cost to the farm. DAN

Attitudinal: Hunting Related
Waterfowl hunting as a potential

source of income. INCME

Hunting as a way to reduce damage
by scaring birds away from crops. REDDAM

Hunters a nuisance and a bother. NUIS

Worried about lawsuits by hunters. SUED

Trespass/Liabil itv
Is land posted? (dummy) POST

Degree to which trespass a problem. TRPASS

Belief concerning the frequency of
liability suits by hunters. SUITS

Variable and What Variable
Was Measured Name



Table 111.1 (continued). Model elements (independent
variables) and abbreviations (variable names).

Percentage of income from farming.

Total expenses related to waterfowl
damage and dispersal.

Gross income from leasing access for
waterfowl hunting.
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Physical
Farm size (acres). FARMSIZE

Acres of land submerged during
the waterfowl season. WET

Percentage of land used for pasture. PASTURE

Percentage of land owned. OWN

Adjacent to Sauvie Island WMA or next
to one of the other refuges. (dummy) REF

Government Assistance
Awareness of government programs aimed

at preserving wetlands and cost-share
for wildlife food plots. (dummy) PROGRAN

Participation in government programs
for waterfowl habitat conservation. PRT
(dummy)

Received technical assistance from
agency for waterfowl habitat
management. (dummy) FR

Economic
Gross household income. HOUSE

FINC

EXPENSE

GIWAT

Variable and What Variable
Was Measured Name
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Participation was measured as the costs of capital,

machinery, materials and labor for each activity. For

purposes of the analysis the dependent variable is

treated as a binary variable; whether an individual did

or did not make habitat improvements. It would be

misleading to use a continuous variable since it cannot

be determined whether the level of investment is

proportional to the quality of habitat.

The factors which are hypothesized to influence

whether an individual makes investments in habitat

improvements are listed below.

Personal

Age and education may influence individual's

attitudes and intentions towards wildlife, and therefore

affect their management decisions. In a national survey

of members of the National Cattlemen's, American Sheep

Producers, and National Trappers Associations, Kellert

(1981) found that factors influencing attitudes,

knowledge and behavior towards wildlife are influenced,

in part, by education and age.

Education was hypothesized to be positively

associated with greater information on conservation and

therefore with wildlife conservation. Although age was

assumed to be an important variable, there were no

expectations on the direction of the relationship.
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Younger farmers may be more aware of environmental

problems, such as declining wildlife habitat, and can

therefore be expected to contribute to habitat

management. However, older individuals may have the

accumulated knowledge necessary to develop habitat and to

attract wild ducks and geese.

Wildlife management is a skill that can require

years to develop, and waterfowl habitat is rarely created

in a short period of time. Burger and Teer (1981) and

Henderson (1974) mention that a lack of quick response

from habitat investments serves as one of the

disincentives to investing in habitat improvements. The

length of time that a farm has been in the same family

was therefore assumed to be positively associated with

habitat management decisions. It is more likely that

behavior towards wildlife conservation is consistent
among members of the same family, than if the farm had

changed ownership.

Similarly, whether a landowner hunts, or is a member

of a conservation organization may have a positive

influence wildlife habitat management (Witter, et. al.,

1987).

Attitudinal

Survey participants were asked the degree to which

they agreed with Likert-type statements designed to
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measure their attitudes towards waterfowl and hunting.

Their response to both positive and negative statements

were tested.

The presence of wildlife on farm land can represent

costs and benefits for the farmer. For example, geese may

cause substantial damage to crops, such as grass fields

and winter grains (Hoffman, 1988) If the damage is

large enough to be a significant economic factor, then

the attitudes towards geese are shaped by the economic

realities of farming in areas with high waterfowl

concentrations. In turn, attitudes can have an influence

on farmers' decision to manage land for waterfowl.

Wade (1987) and Burger and Teer (1981) have

identified damage from wildlife as a significant

disincentive to managing land for the benefit of

wildlife. Incentives have also been identified, and these

include aesthetic appreciation (Rolston, 1987, Anderson,

1987, Shelton, 1981), and wildlife as an integral and

positive component of farm life (Lyons, 1982). Kellert

(1981) believes that; "in the long run the most effective

incentives may originate in the non-commodity values of

wildlife."

A land manager's attitude towards hunting and

hunters can also affect his or her decision to invest in

Many of the farmers in Western Oregon grow grass
seed. During the winter months, especially following a
frost, these plants are susceptible to damage from geese
who graze on them as a food source.
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habitat developments. An abundance of wildlife can

attract hunters, who can be a source of potential income

and can serve to help scare wildlife away from valuable

crops (Steir and Bishop, 1981, 1978). The presence of

hunters can also lead to concerns about liability,

trespass and vandalism.

Trespass/Liability

The survey included questions that measured land

manager's beliefs about liability suits, whether trespass

was a problem, and their posting policy. It was

hypothesized that land that was posted was most likely

leased to a group of hunters, and therefore positively

associated with habitat developments. Witter et. al.

(1987) found in a survey of Missouri farm operators that

the proportion of landowners posting their land increased

with increasing habitat quality.

Burger and Teer (1981) and Shelton (1981) have

identified landowner concerns over liability and trespass

as one of the disincentives to managing wildlife habitat.

Trespass is often cited as one of the negative aspects of

having wildlife on private land, and serves as a

deterrent against developing wildlife habitat (Webster,

1980, Horvath, 1976).



Physical

The physical characteristics of the farm influence

the potential to develop wildlife habitat. It was

hypothesized that larger farms would offer more

opportunities to develop habitat, as would farms with

large acreages devoted to pasture. In Western Oregon,

land used for hay production and grazing is of

comparatively lower value than land used for the

production of grains and grass seed, for example. This is

largely because these lands are prone to flooding in the

winter,and often contain lower quality soils. These

lands lend themselves to conversion into waterfowl

habitat with minimal expense. McConnell (1981) points out

government programs aimed at benefiting wildlife on

private lands have been most successful where existing

land uses can be made into habitatwith little effort or

cost.

The amount of land submerged during the winter

months was assumed to be related to the potential to

develop waterfowl habitat. The variable WET served as a

proxy for the amount of wetlands on the farm6.
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6 It was beyond the scope of this study to measure the
amount of wetland, as this requires extensive knowledge
of soil and vegetative types and hydrological factors. It
was assumed that the amount of land covered with water
during the winter months could serve as an indication of
the extent to which wetlands could exist on the farm. Not
all submerged land can be classified as wetland, however.
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It was hypothesized that land that is owned by the

land manager is more likely to be converted to wildlife

habitat than leased land. For waterfowl, it may take two

or more years to establish a pond or marsh that is

regularly used during the winter months. This type of

long-term investment is morelikely to occur on private

lands than on land that is leased, especially if the

farmer leases different parcels of land from year to

year.

Habitat investments are also more likely to occur on

farms adjacent to publicly managed areas with high

waterfowl populations. Duck populations on the Sauvie

Island W are more than double those of the three NWR's

combined (U.S. Department of the Interior, 1987). For

this reason a dummy variable was developed which

indicated if the farm was adjacent to the Sauvie Island

WMA, or to one of the other refuges with lower waterfowl

numbers.

Government Assistance

Several cost-share programs exist which help land

managers develop food plots and shallow water areas for

migratory waterfowl. These are available through the
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Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service

(ASCS)7.

The survey included questions on whether farmers

were familiar with such programs and whether they

participated in them. Additionally, they were asked

whether they had received any technical assistance from

government agencies for waterfowl management and habitat

developments. All three factors were hypothesized to be

positively associated with landowner's decisions to

invest in habitat improvements.

Economic

Economic factors measured in the survey are; gross

household income, the percentage of income from farming,

costs due to waterfowl damage and dispersing waterfowl

away from crops, and income from hunting leases. Witter,

et. al. (1987), Stone (1981) and Burger and Teer (1981)

have identified wildlife damage as a significant economic

factor that acts as a disincentive to habitat management.

They also point to the income potential from hunting

leases as a positive incentive. In a study of farmers in

the Horicon Marsh area of Wisconsin, Keith (1964) found

that income from waterfowl leases was "barely enough to

For example, the Shallow Water Areas for Wildlife
(CP-9) program available through the Conservation Reserve
Program and the Interim Wildlife Habitat for Food and
Cover (SP-31) program of the Agricultural Conservation
Program.



8 Waterfowl damage costs were measured as; (1) costs
due to decreases in crop yield and/or, (2) costs of
dispersing wild ducks and geese (primarily geese) away
from crop fields.
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compensate for crop damage by geese." Government programs

have subsequently been established to compensate farmers

for damage and to assist in dispersing geese. Stier and

Bishop (1981) also investigated farmers in the Horicon

area and found that the existing policies result in

conflicting incentives. As an alternative, they suggest

that restoring a market for hunting rights would "improve

farmer's attitudes towards wildlife and revive the

traditional partnership that existed between farmers,

hunters and wildlife managers."

Some of the farmers in the Willamette Valley incur

damage to crops from waterfowl, particularly geese, while

at the same time earning income from waterfowl hunting

leases8. It is hypothesized that farmers would be

reluctant to invest in habitat improvements if they

received substantial damage from waterfowl, but that the

revenue incentive would be positively associated with

habitat developments. The damage and income variables

were therefore expected to be opposite in sign.

No a priori expectations existed for the

relationship between household income, the percentage of

income derived from farming and the dependent variable.

However, Kellert (1981) found a direct relationship

between landowners' economic dependence on the land and a
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'willingness to sacrifice wildlife and natural habitat

protection to maintain or enhance various human

benefits."



ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

Analysis Technique

Data analysis consisted of two steps. In the first

step six separate logistic maximum likelihood regressions

were run, one for each of the categories or sections of

the conceptual model. Variables that were statistically

significant at the 5% level were identified and retained,

and these were used in the second step to construct an

overall regression model (see Wright and Fesenmaier,

1988, and Ervin and Ervin, 1982, for similar analytical

procedures).

One of the advantages of this technique is that it

served as a way to reduce the dimensionality of the

problem. With only 87 observations a technique was

needed to reduce the number of independent variables9.

Additionally, investigating each variable set separately

allows for a detailed investigation of the impact of

different components of the institutional structure

depicted in figure 111.1.
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Principal components regression was originally
considered as a method of reducing the number of
independent variables in the model. Principle component
analysis was applied to all variables. The results
indicated that the number of principle components to be
retained for regression analysis were not substantially
fewer than the number of variables from which the
components were computed.



The Choice Model and Logistic Regression

The utility function specified in equation (5) can

be rewritten as:

U(w, y; s) = V(w, y; s) +

where e. is the stochastic disturbance term.

According to the decision rule specified earlier,

the individual will invest only if:

V(l, y + y; s) + e1 > V(0, y; s) + e0

The probability of investing is:

p[V(l, y + y; s) + e1 > V(0, y; s) + e0], or

P[v(l, y + s) - V(0, y; s) > e0 - e1)

If n = e0 - e1 and F(.) is the cumulative distribution

function of n, then, following Haneman (1984),

P1 = Fn(V)

where P1 is the probability of an individual investing,

and:

AV = V(l, y + y; s) - V(0, y; s)

If a logit model is chosen, F(.) is the standard

logistic variate, and:

P1 -
1+e
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If V is specified to be linear in its parameters,

then the probability of a land manager investing in

waterfowl habitat management or improvements is given by:

1
(12) P1 =

1 + exp(a + + $2X2 + ... +
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where, a is the regression equation constant, and are

the slope coefficients corresponding to the independent

variables (xi).

The choice of a logistic model could have been made

without reference to utility maximization. Because the

dependent variable was qualitative in nature, the logit

model is more appropriate than ordinary least squares

(Kennedy, 1987, Judge et. al., 1985, Stynes and Peterson,

1984). In the logit model the probability estimates are

forced to take on a value of 0 or 1, whereas the linear

model is unbounded. The fact that the logistic function

is restricted to the (0,1) interval permits it to be used

as a probability function. Additionally, the logistic

function assumes that the slope of the regression is

sigmoid rather than linear. It is well suited for

activities which have start-up impediments (i.e. start-up

costs for building waterfowl habitat, such as dam

construction and excavation of shallow water areas) and

saturation effects (i.e. maximum optimal size for a duck

pond) (Stynes and Peterson, 1984).



10 summary statistics of all survey responses are
presented in appendix B.
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Analysis was conducted using the SHAZAM econometrics

package, using maximum likelihood (ML) estimation (White,

1978). The ML estimates display some favorable asymptotic

properties; they are asymptotically unbiased and

consistent, distributed asymptotically normally, and are

asymptotically efficient (Johnston, 1984). This is an

advantage in situations where it is difficult to find

estimators with desirable small-sample properties

(Kennedy, 1987, McFadden, 1974).

Results

Of the 87 individuals interviewed, 45 (51.7%)

participated in activities on the farm that were

beneficial to waterfowl and 42 (48.3%) did not

participate in such activities. On average, the annual

variable costs of planting waterfowl food, and

controlling the water level in ponds or marshes was

$1,366.49, ranging from zero to a maximum of $6,000. Five

individuals built wetlands or "ponds", at an average cost

of $1,570 and 16 individuals invested in water-control

structures to retain water in waterfowl areas. On

average, $623.13 was invested in these structures10.
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The results of the six individual regression

equations (step 1) are presented in table 111.2. The

overall logit model (step 2) results are presented in

table 111.3. The tables report the estimated coefficient,

asymptotic t-values and the elasticity computed at the

mean of the independent variables. The likelihood ratio

test (LRT) is reported, along with the Maddala R2. The

LRT is an asymptotic test of the null hypothesis that the

probability, P of an individual choosing alternative i

is independent of the value of the parameters of the

logit function (Hensher and Johnson, 1981). This test has

a limit distribution distributedX2(q), where q is the

number of independent variables in the model (Amemiya,

1985).

The effect of each independent model is discussed in

the following section, followed by a discussion of the

overall model.

Results: Individual Models

In the individual model using only personal factors,

the variables MEMBER and HUNTDYS were statistically

significant at the 5% level, and coefficient estimates

displayed the hypothesized relationship. This suggests

that membership in a sportsman's club or conservation

organization, and the frequency that farmers hunt
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waterfowl themselves are predictors of decisions to

invest in habitat improvements.

For the model with attitudinal variables related to

waterfowl, the variables SAT and ANN were significant

predictors at the 10% confidence level. Although not

retained for the overall model, it is interesting to note

that if waterfowl is considered and annoyance and a

bother, there is a negative relationship with the

probability for habitat improvements. Conversely, there

appears to be a positive association with the dependent

variable and whether the individual derives personal

satisfaction from the presence of wild ducks and geese on

the farm. Both of these results are not surprising, and

support the contention that attitudes towards waterfowl

can have an influence on habitat developments on private

farm land.



Table IZI.2. Estimated coefficients for individual
models".

Personal

AGE .004
EDUC .248
YEARS .011
MEMBER 1.229
HUNTDYS .071
CONSTANT -2.100

Variable

SAT .446
BEAUTY -.156
ANN -.367
DAM .109
CONSTANT -. 190

.0036

.2482
0087
.5660
.0350

1. 4189

LRT (5 df) 24.65
Number of right predictions = 65 (77.38%)

Attitudinal: Waterfowl Related

Standard Weighted Aggregate
Error T-ratio Elasticity

.2728

.3160

.2517

.2606
1. 6662

.185

.308
008

2.172
*

2.020
*

-1.480

1.630
**

-.496
-1.456

**

.417
-.110

** Denotes significance at the .10 level.

.0620

.2208

.195

1082
-.7404

.7111
-.2464
-.5438
.1841

-.0827
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R2 = .25
N = 84

a/ LT = likelihoRd ratio test (Ainemiya, 1985, pg.142)
R = Maddala R' (Maddala, 1983, pg.38). Weighted
aggregate elasticity = the sum of individual
elasticities, weighted at each individual's estimated
probability of choice (Hensher and Johnson, 1981,
page 59, Eq. 3.44)
Not applicable for dummy variable.
Denotes significance at the .05 level.

LRT (4 df) = 7.60 R2 = .09
Number of right predictions = 45 (53.57%) N = 84

Standard Weighted Aggregate
Variable 1j Error T-ratio Elasticitv



Table 111.2 (continqed). Estimated coefficients for
individual models a,

Attitudinal: Hunting Related

Standard Weighted Aggregate
Variable

INCME -.011
REDDA)! -.170
NUIS -.911
SUED .430
CONSTANT 1.810

T-ratio Elasticity__ Error

.3241

.2576

.2610

.2522
1.8110

-.035
-.662

-3.490
*

1.705
*

.991

Trespass/Liability

FARI4S I Z E

WET
PASTURE
OWN
REF

09E-3
.0107

-.6384
1. 7420
1.7999

CONSTANT -1.8103

.0019
0696
.8482
.8541
.6852
.8230

.527
1.534

**

-.752
2.039

*

2.627
*

-2.201

** Denotes significance at the .10 level.

-.0171
-.2425

-1. 0222
.5841
.7246

0351
.0826

-.0526

.5&31

-.7515
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a/ LT = likelihod ratio test (Aineiuiya, 1985, pg.l42)
R = Maddala R' (Maddala, 1983, pg.38).
Not applicable for dummy variable.
Denotes significance at the .05 level.

LRT (4 df) = 15.98 R2 = .17
Number of right predictions 59 (70.24%) N = 84

POST 1.252 .4851 2.580
* b/

TRPASS -.054 .2225 -.244 -.034
SUITS .168 .3286 510 161
CONSTANT -.801 .7546 -1.062 -.347

LRT (3 df) = 7.48 = .09
Number of right predictions = 53 (64.63%) N = 82

Physical

Standard Weighted Aggregate
Variable Error T-ratio Elasticity

LRT (5 df) = 15.72 R2 = .17
Number of right predictions = 61 (72.62%) N = 84

Standard Weighted Aggregate
Variable Error T-ratio Elasticity



Table 111.2 (contiiued). Estimated coefficients for
individual modelsaf

Government Assistance

Variable

PROGRAM 1.232
PRT 25.996
FR 12.284
CONSTANT -.69

Economic

Variable

HOUSE
FINC
EXPENSE
GIWAT
CONSTANT

-.207
013
4E-5

.004
-2.520

Standard
Error

.4693
2024.

85862.
.3270

LRT (3 df) = 17.02
Number of right predictions

T-ratio
2.626 *

13E-3
14E-3

-2 . 123

Standard
Error T-ratio
.3271 -.6351
.0157 1.6661
.0004 1.0981
.0061 2.6258

1.8627 -1.350

LRT (4 df) = 50.06
Number of right predictions = 61 (85.92%)

100

Weighted Aggregate
Elasticity

b/
b/

-.2799

Weighted Aggregate
ElasticitvL
-.1543** .4259

5E-2* 0952
-.4921

R2 = .51
N = 72

LT = 1ike1ihod ratio test (Amexniya, 1985, pg.142)
R = Maddala R (Maddala, 1983, pg.38).
Not applicable for duiiuuy variable.
Denotes significance at the .05 level.
Denotes significance at the .10 level.

R2 = .18
= 59 (67.82%) N = 87
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The individual model with attitudinal variables

related to hunting revealed that NLJIS and SUED were

statistically significant predictors of habitat

investments. However, the sign of SUED was the opposite

of what was expected. One potential explanation for this

is that farmers who are worried about lawsuits by

hunters, may actually also be those who already have

hunters on their land. In turn, the presence of hunters

is most likely also an indication the landowner has done

something to attract wild ducks and geese to land.

Further investigation of the data did not prove or

disprove this possibility. Fifty three percent (49

individuals) agreed with the statement; "The possibility

of being sued is a worry to me when hunter use my land".

Of these, over half (53.06%) also invested in habitat

improvements and also allowed hunters on their land.

Eighty percent (21 individuals) of these also charged a

fee for access.

Regressing the three trespass/liability variables

against the dependent variable revealed that only POST,

whether or not land managers posted their land against

trespassers, was significant at the 5% level. Almost half

(48.3%) of the farmers interviewed posted their land

against trespassers. Of these, sixty nine percent also

invested in habitat improvements. Of the 42 who posted

their land, more than half (54.76%) also charged hunters

a fee for access. These findings support the a priori
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expectations that posting policy is related to the

presence of hunters. It appears that land is posted, in

part, for the purpose of guarding against non-paying

trespassers. Of the total sample, 37 individuals charged

hunters a fee for access to their land, seventy percent

(27 individuals) said that the hunters helped in

controlling trespass.

Two physical variables were significant predictors

at the 5% level; the percentage of land owned by the

farmer (OWN) and whether or not the farm was adjacent to

the Sauvie Island WHA (REF). The amount of land submerged

(WET) was significant only at the 10% level.

An investigation of the data revealed that 82

percent of the landowners interviewed on sauvie Island

invested in habitat improvements, while for the other

three wildlife refuges (with lower waterfowl numbers) 42

percent made habitat improvements. There was a relatively

high correlation (.5186) between the amount of money

earned from hunting leases and whether or not the farmer

was located next to the Sauvie Island WMA. The fact that

the variable REF was significant illustrates that farming

next to different state and federal wildlife refuges can

have an influence on farmers' decisions to use land

resources to try to attract waterfowl. That is, the

physical.attributes of public land, and the management

actions of wildlife agency personnel on these lands can

influence the potential for waterfowl habitat
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developments on neighboring farms. Nine of the 10

positive comments made regarding refuge management were

by farmers on Sauvie Island (managed by ODFW). In

contrast, 24 negative comments were made, all concerning

the management of one of the three refuges managed by the

USFWS.

In the individual regression using only variables

related to government assistance, the variable PROGRAM

was significant and positively correlated with farmers'

decisions to develop waterfowl habitat. Although less

than five percent participated in any of these programs,

a little more than half (51.72%) said they were aware

that the programs existed. The most frequently mentioned

programs were the ASCS "wildlife food plot" programs

(31%) and the ASCS "shallow water areas for wildlife"

program (13%). This might be an indication that those who

seek information are also more likely to become involved

in habitat developments. They may have contacted their

local ASCS office for assistance and decided to not

participate and make habitat developments independent of

government help (and, perhaps, independent of

restrictions and commitments required by these programs).

Regressing the economic variables against the

dependent variable yielded one significant variable;

gross income from leasing waterfowl hunting rights

(GIWAT). It was positively associated with the
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probability of land managers' investing in habitat

developments.

Seventy eight percent allowed waterfowl hunters to

enter onto their land. Of these, over half (54.4%)

charged an access fee11. The positive relationship

between habitat developments and whether or not a fee was

charged was verified by the observation that ninety two

percent of the individuals who charged a fee also

invested in the development of food, cover and water for

ducks and geese.

The majority of hunting land was leased to "duck

clubs", groups of hunters with the exclusive right to

hunt. Twenty four percent of the farmers interviewed were

also members of a duck club on their own land. Duck clubs

have long been recognized by wildlife biologists as

institutions which make positive contributions towards of

waterfowl habitat conservation (McConnell, 1981). For

example, the Wildlife Management Institute (1968)

estimated that in 1968 over 3 million acres of wetlands

were managed by 6,300 waterfowl clubs12.

The percentage of income derived from farm

activities (FINC) was also a significant economic

variable, but at the 10% confidence level. The sign on

The average fee charged per person for the season
was $627.22, ranging from $100 to $1,700, depending on
location, and the quality of the hunting area.

12 This figure did not include land from Mississippi,
Louisiana, and several other states for which data was
not available.
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this variable was positive, in contrast with the results

of Kellert (1981). It is possible that farmers

interviewed in this survey viewed waterfowl hunting

leases as one of the components of farm output (i.e.

development of hunting opportunities as one of the many

possible "crops"), and therefore as a part of farm

income.

The variable for expenses related to waterfowl

depredation and controlling damage (i.e. hazing) was not

a statistically significant predictor, although almost

three fourths (73.6%) of the survey respondents reported

damage from waterfowl, almost exclusively from geese.

Expenses related to these damages were substantial,

averaging $5,162.98 and ranging from a minimum of $50 up

to $29,625 per farm.

Results: Overall Model

Nine variables were retained from the individual

regressions for inclusion into an overall model. The

results of the logistic regression using these nine

variables are presented in table 111.3. Three variables

were significant at the 5% level; HUNTDYS, PROGRAM AND

GIWAT, and these also displayed algebraic signs

consistent with a priori expectations.



Table ]11.3. Estimated coefficients for the overall
model'.
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Variable

MEMBER
HUNTDYS
NUIS
SUED
REF
POST
OWN
PROGRAM
GIWAT
CONSTANT

Weighted Aggregate
T-ratio Elasticity

-.121
1.975

*
.1039

.707 .1625
-.790 -.2p58
1.019
.079 b/

-.509 -.0777
2.186

* b/

2.802
*

.1014
-1.319 -.4565

a! LT = likeliho2d ratio test (Ainemiya, 1985, pg.142)
R = Maddala R' (Maddala, 1983, pg.38). Weighted
aggregate elasticity = the sum of individual
elasticities, weighted at each individual's estimated
probability of choice (Hensher and Johnson, 1981,
page 59, Eq. 3.44)
Not applicable for dummy variable.
Denotes significance at the .05 level.

Standard
Error

-.125 1.031
.109 .055
.319 .451

-.371 .470
1.054 1.035
.069 .862

-.737 1.446
2.100 .961
.005 .002

-2.773 2.102

LRT (9 df) = 73.1384 R2 = .58
Number of right predictions = 75 (88.24%) N = 85
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The elasticities were calculated using the sample-

enumeration method described by Henscher and Johnson

(1981, pg. 59). Correct interpretation of the

elasticities requires some explanation. For example, the

elasticity for HtJNTDYS = .1039 means that a one percent

increase in participation in waterfowl hunting by the

landowner will, all else remaining constant, cause a

.1039 percent increase in the overall probability of an

individual choosing to invest resources in waterfowl

habitat management. The relatively low elasticities

observed for each variable in the overall model are an

indication that the sensitivity of any single variable is

small. This suggests that there are many factors at work

which simultaneously affect land managers' decisions to

manage resources on the farm for the benefit of

waterfowl. This supports the contention that

investigating incentives other than the financial has

some merit. The overall model illustrates that other

predictive variables of land managers' actions towards

wildlife exist, such as participation in waterfowl

hunting, and familiarity with government assistance

programs (and perhaps the information provided by these

programs).

There is no doubt that financial incentives are

significant. For both the individual model using only

economic variables, and for the overall model, the gross

income from waterfowl hunting leases was a highly
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significant predictor of the probability that farmers

would manage land for the benefit of waterfowl. Goodness

of fit measures, such as the likelihood ratio test (LRT)

and the R2 statistics were significantly higher for the

individual model where only economic variables were

tested and for the overall model.

Although the overall model provides a closer

estimate of the variables which can be used to predict

the likelihood that individuals will participate in

habitat management, the usefulness of the individual

models should not be over-looked. Each provides

additional information of the factors involved in

farmers' decision processes and the elements of the

institutional structure influencing their decisions.



SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

From this case study it is apparent that an

interdisciplinary approach does shed light on the

incentives and disincentives associated with managing

farm land for the benefit of wildlife. A surprising

result is that, contrary to previous literature, damage

from waterfowl does not seem to be a significant

deterrent to managing land to attract wild ducks and

geese. There are four possible explanations for this;

(1) the revenues from hunting leases may serve to cover

the costs of waterfowl damage, (2) hunting may help scare

geese away from valuable field crops, (3) planting land

with plants that attract waterfowl may help keep birds

away from valuable agricultural crops on other parts of

the farm, and (4) despite waterfowl damage, personal

enjoyment of hunting and aesthetic appreciation may over-

ride any of the negative aspects of having waterfowl on

the farm. Although damage (primarily from geese) was not

a significant predictor of land managers' decisions to

invest in habitat improvements, survey respondents did

voice complaints concerning damage, directed largely at

refuge managers for their inability to contain the birds

on the refuge.

Apart from the issue of damage, it appears the

market for waterfowl hunting in the Willamette Valley

exists largely as a result of the presence of publicly

109
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managed refuges, again evidence of wildlife management

having to operate in a mixed economy. The private land

managers benefit financially and personally from farming

land next to a wildlife refuge, while the refuge

management benefits from the contribution in habitat

developments made by neighboring farmers. There is

therefore a symbiotic relationship between private and

public land managers. However, it is a delicate and

precarious relationship.

The refuge manager must balance his or her skills

between promoting habitat development on private land,

and minimizing the factors which serve as disincentives.

Results from the individual regression models and the

overall model indicate that incentives include potential

income from hunting leases and farmers' personal

enjoyment of wild ducks and geese. The disincentives

include attracting unwanted trespassers, and the fear of

lawsuits by waterfowl hunters, as well as landowners'

negative attitudes towards waterfowl.

Results from this study suggest that the potential

for economic returns is a significant predictors of

wildlife habitat management on private land, but it is

not the only incentive. Analysis of the factors in the

conceptual model indicate that certain personal

characteristics of the land manager, attitudes, posting

policy, physical characteristics of the farm, government

assistance and economic variables all influence farmers'
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decisions to invest in habitat improvements. Is likely

that economic factors are influenced by non-economic

forces, such as attitudes and physical characteristics.

The inter-relationship between different categories of

the model are complex and it is difficult to isolate the

effects of individual variables. The lesson learned, from

a policy perspective, is to approach land manager

behavior from an interdisciplinary approach and to

realize that managerial behavior is influenced by more

than the desire to maximize profits.

One inescapable fact is that, in this case study, as

in many other examples nationwide, the incentives for

wildlife management are largely tied to hunting. Public

agencies derive income from duck stamp sales and hunting

licenses. Farmers derive income from selling hunting

rights and personal satisfaction from hunting and

aesthetic enjoyment. What happens, given this truism,

when we have to restrict the hunting season, or even

eliminate seasons on certain species? Will this erode the

incentive system and therefore result in less income for

both public and private interests?

As with many research endeavors, the results often

lead to the identification of further research needs.

Given the possibility of restricted hunting seasons in

the Pacific Flyway in the near future, is there a way to

motivate farmers into participating in providing winter

habitat, and is there also a way to generate funding for
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public agencies? One possible solution would be to

investigate why the government assistance programs aimed

at improving waterfowl habitat have such poor

participation rates. A second approach is to focus

attention on the non-consumptive user of wildlife as a

source of funding. In many states agencies sell "habitat

stamps", similar to the duck stamps familiar to all

waterfowl hunters, but which are purchased by hunters and

non-hunters alike. Wildlife managers should be aware of

the limits of the financial incentive, and search for

alternative ways to promote wildlife habitat,

particularly on private land.
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CHAPTER IV

GOVERNMENT AND MARKET INCENTIVES FOR WILDLIFE HABITAT
MANAGEMENT ON PRIVATE LAND

ABSTRACT

Wild animals rely largely on private agricultural

land for habitat, and private landowners have the

potential to produce wildlife habitat and opportunities

for wildlife-associated recreation. Incentives for

habitat development exist through government programs and

through markets for access to private land, where hunters

pay farmers for the right to hunt on their land. The

primary objective of this study was to evaluate the

effectiveness of government programs which share the cost

of habitat development and to compare farmer's

responsiveness to these programs to financial incentives

offered through the market for hunting access. The

secondary objective was to compare the government and

market incentives in two different markets for wildlife-

related recreation.

Waterfowl hunting on farms in Western Oregon was

used as a case study. The two markets for land access

were the Sauvie Island area and the Willamette Valley.

Linear programming was used to develop "typical" farm

models for each of these areas, where the optimal

solution showed the profit maximizing combination of crop
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and wildlife-related outputs. Coefficients for the models

were obtained by conducting a survey of farmers who

developed waterfowl habitat and opportunities for

waterfowl hunting. Parametric analysis was applied to

derive supply schedules, where the product being supplied

was defined as land developed to attract wild ducks and

geese for hunting. Supply elasticities with respect to

input costs and product price were calculated and used to

evaluate the effectiveness of cost-share programs and

market incentives, respectively.

For both markets, supply elasticities calculated over

the range of changing input costs from government programs

were lower than elasticities calculated over the range of

changing product price. This result suggests that habitat

cost-share programs are not having a very significant

impact on farmers' profits, and therefore, are not leading

to supply changes. Policies designed to encourage habitat

development should therefore consider incentives offered

through the market.

Willamette Valley farmers were more responsive to

changes in input costs than Sauvie Island farmers, and

less responsive to changes in revenues from leasing

hunting rights. These results indicate a higher

opportunity cost of habitat development on Sauvie Island

and a higher demand for waterfowl hunting. This points to

a need to design programs which are flexible and suitable
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to local economic conditions. Knowledge of farmers'

production possibilities and the opportunity cost of

habitat developments is essential to developing successful

programs.

The scope of policy recommendations from this study

are limited by the underlying assumption of profit

maximazation. Continued research is needed to determine

if motives other than financial also lead to the

development of wildlife habitat and hunting opportunities.



INTRODUCTION

Private lands provide a majority of the existing and

potential wildlife habitat in the United States. They

also provide a setting for wildlife-related recreation.

Some of the most productive lands are owned by farmers

who, given the proper incentives, can produce wildlife

and opportunities for hunting as a complement to farm

production.

The future of wild species and recreational

enjoyment derived from wild animals hinges on the health

of the farm and ranch environments on which wildlife is

largely dependent. However, changes in farming practices

and alternative uses of the land have historically had a

detrimental effect on wildlife habitat. Numerous wildlife

biologists (Berryman, 1957, 1981, Applegate, 1981,

Shelton, 1987), social scientists (Kellert, 1981, Brown

and Manfredo, 1987) and resource economists (Bishop,

1981, Cocheba, 1987, Goldstein, 1971) have addresses this

issue in detail.

One of the most challenging policy concerns

associated with this problem is the search for ways to

motivate farmers into taking an interest in the health of

the nation's wildlife resources. In this paper we examine

some of the current government incentive programs aimed

at habitat conservation and compare these to market

incentives. Linear programming is used in a case study to
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test existing programs that are directed towards

preserving and developing waterfowl habitat. Before

examining the specifics of the study, however, it is

informative to review briefly the history behind

conservation incentive programs.

Farmer Incentives

122

In analyzing farmer incentives 3 important elements

need to be considered; the characteristics of the

American hunting system, the financial returns from

farming versus wildlife uses of the land, and government

farm programs. Each of these will be reviewed briefly.

Wildlife is considered by American law and custom to

be a common property resource. The early colonists

rejected the English concept that game was privately

owned (Coggins and Smith, 1975) and instituted laws

making all wildlife common property until reduced to

possession (i.e. killed) by the individual (Allen, 1981,

Mathews, 1986). The new laws virtually guaranteed to all

the right to hunt (Mathews, 1986). However, the

availability of a place to hunt depends on actions taken

by the custodian of the land and it's wildlife resources.

Unless properly compensated for the costs associated

with raising wildlife, a profit motivated land manager

may be better off by reducing or even eliminating all

wildlife habitat. This is especially the case when hunter
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trespass and liability become a costly problem (Higbee,

1981, Hyde, 1986, Wright and Feseninaier, 1988), when

wildlife causes significant damage to pasture and crops

(Stier and Bishop, 1981, Wade, 1987), and when the

returns from growing crops outweigh any benefits from

preserving land resources for wildlife.

Following World War II much of the country's

wildlife habitat deteriorated as a result of an increased

demand for agricultural products. Farm land was put to

its "highest and best" use, which often means large-scale

monoculture farming operations. As part of this strategy,

farmers drained wetlands and marshes, eliminated

hedgerows and cut trees to make way for the most

profitable use of the land (Sampson, 1986). As a

consequence, much of the valuable wildlife producing

areas have been modified to the point where they will no

longer support populations of wild animals.

Nowhere is the loss of wildlife habitat more evident

than in the loss of wetlands. For example, North Dakota

is a primary nesting ground for migratory waterfowl,

producing more ducks than all other states combined.

Annually, it is losing 20,000 acres of marsh habitat due

to drainage, filling and siltation (Allen, 1981).

According to a study by the U.S. Department of the

Interior about 9 million acres of wetland in the U.S.

were lost between the inid-1950s and the mid-1970s, and

currently they are disappearing at a rate of 458,000
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acres per year (Goldstein, 1988). Agricultural

development accounts for 87 percent of the wetland

conversion (Tiner, 1984).

Since the early 1930$ the pattern of land management

by farmers has been influenced by a complex of programs

administered by the United States Department of

Agriculture (USDA). A principle focus was to promote the

expansion of agriculture. Although policies existed for

conservation, they were mainly in the form of technical

assistance and education, with primary consideration

towards soil conservation. However, the far larger

incentives offered by commodity, credit and tax policies

worked in such a way that, for the profit maximizing

farmer, planting from fencerow to fencerow made the most

sense. As a result, many of the nation's prime wildlife

producing areas, including marshes, swamps, woodlands and

prairie grasslands were eliminated to make way for

agricultural production. Many waterfowl areas were

converted from wetlands to farm land through government

programs that reduced the cost of drainage, increased

revenue and/or reduced the risk of wetland development

(Goldstein, 1988).

Economic conditions in the l980s gave rise to a

change in the focus of federal farm policy. Faced with

rising grain surpluses, declining commodity prices and

increased international competition, today's farm

policies are aimed towards achieving a different set of
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objectives. The new direction of farm policies are

embodied in the 1985 Food Security Act (FSA-85). The

Conservation Reserve Program (CRP) is a major new

initiative of FSA-85. This program intends to: (a) reduce

agricultural surpluses, (b) promote agricultural exports,

and (C) encourage conservation practices (U.S. Department

of Agriculture, 1985, Martin et. al., 1988).

Certain programs under FSA-85 and the revitalized

Agricultural Conservation Program (ACP) are being hailed

by conservationists as a boon to wildlife and as the

first realistic opportunity for cooperation between

wildlife interests and farmers (Isaacs and Howell, 1988).

Addressing a group of conservationists in 1982, John

Crowell, then the Assistant Secretary of the USDA,

summarized the intent of the new direction in farm

policies by saying: "The need as we see it is to downsize

the US, agricultural production machine. If you

conservationists can help us do it in such a way that we

reduce agricultural subsidies and also benefit the

environment, we have an opportunity to cooperate."

(quoted in Reilley, 1986).

Both the CRP and the ACP offer farmers the

opportunity to participate in long-term soil, water and.

wildlife conservation practices by means of cost-share

incentives (Cutler, 1984). Farmers now have incentives to

remove from production those lands, such as wetlands and

highly erodible land, which are marginally productive
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from an agronomic point of view and have the potential to

be of benefit to wildlife. The programs available today

have made the farmer more receptive to the idea of

promoting or protecting wildlife habitat. This is

especially true in situations were the land owner can

benefit financially by enrolling land in a federal

program and, in addition, market the recreational

opportunities associated with developing wildlife

habitat.



OBJECTIVES

The primary objective of this paper was to

investigate the influence of conservation cost-share

programs and market incentives on farmers' provision of

wildlife habitat and opportunities for wildlife-

associated recreation. The effectiveness of federal

assistance programs were evaluated in terms of their

ability to induce profit-oriented farmers into converting

agricultural land into wildlife habitat. These were

compared to land managers' response to market incentives.

Specifically, three questions were addressed; (1)

how responsive are farmers to programs which pay for part

of the cost of establishing food and cover for wildlife,

(2) how responsive are farmers to changes in revenues

earned from leasing access to hunting, and (3) does the

level of response vary between different markets for

wildlife-related recreation?

The cost-share programs addressed in this study are

available through the ACP and administered through the

Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service

(ASCS)1. They offer financial assistance for farmers

willing to devote part of their farm to developing

wildlife habitat. Similar programs are available through

the CRP. It is not necessary to explain the specifics of
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ASCS is part of the U.S. Department of Agriculture.
It administers programs, at a county level, throughout
the agricultural regions of the United States.
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each program, in that they vary from state to state and

from county to county. Instead, the focus of this paper

was to evaluate the concept of conservation cost-share

assistance in existing markets for wildlife-associated

activities, particularly hunting.



STUDY PROCEDURES

In the following sections the linear programming

technique and sources of data for a case study are

explained. This is followed by the development of two

linear programming models and results of the modelling

effort. Conclusions are then drawn concerning wildlife

habitat management on private land and the effectiveness

of government and market incentives.

Linear Proqrainminq

Linear Programming (LP) can be used to model the

behavior of farmers who can produce multiple farm outputs

(Hazell and Norton, 1986). Powers (1979) applied linear

programming to a hypothetical farm to demonstrate the

trade-off between maximizing farm profits and managing

land for wildlife benefits. He did not treat wildlife

production as a potential revenue generating activity,

and therefore found that when wildlife production

constraints were introduced into the LP model there was a

significant reduction in profit. Chamberlain (1984)

incorporated the revenue potential from wildlife in an LP

model where waterfowl hunting was treated as marketable

output. A model was designed to test different irrigation

and cropping patterns to determine whether waterfowl fee-

lease hunting could be compatible with irrigation
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programs aimed at conserving water. It was found that in

all instances leasing waterfowl hunting rights was a

potential supplement to farm income.

Linear programming is useful to test various "what

if" scenarios. For example, if a government program

of fers to pay farmers 50 percent of the cost of

establishing food and cover for wildlife, how much land

previously allocated to agricultural production would be

converted to wildlife habitat? Similarly, if the product

price (fee-hunting price) changes, how does the supply of

hunting areas change? To answer these questions it would

be useful to know the supply elasticities for hunting

opportunities with respect to production costs (i.e.

planting food and cover for wildlife) and the elasticity

of supply with respect to product price (i.e. price per

person for hunting access). By performing parametric

analysis on the coefficients for input cost and product

price in the objective function it is possible to derive

a supply schedule of wildlife habitat areas produced on

the farm in response to input cost-share and revenue

incentives, respectively (Schrage, 1984). Arc

elasticities can then be calculated and these can be used

to predict the responsiveness to different programs

(Schrage, 1984, Hazell and Norton, 1986).

In this study the leasing of access to waterfowl

hunting was treated as a farm output and as a potential

revenue generating activity. The incentives offered by
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market forces and government policies were incorporated

into an LP modelling effort and the relative

effectiveness of these incentives were tested. Questions

posed in the objectives section were addressed using the

following steps: (1) a survey was conducted of farmers

who are actively involved in marketing wildlife-related

recreation; (2) using data from the survey, expert

opinion from county extension agents, and crop enterprise

budgets published by the Cooperative Extension Service,

two LP models were formulated which emulated the acreage

allocation decisions currently made by the survey

respondents; (3) parametric analysis was performed on the

objective function coefficients to derive a supply

schedule for wildlife-related farm outputs; (4) from this

supply schedule elasticities were calculated, and; (5)

elasticities were used to make predictions of the

effectiveness of cost-share programs under different

market conditions. It was assumed that the farmers behave

as profit maximizers, responding to market signals and

institutional incentives to produce an optimal mix of

agricultural and/or wildlife outputs.



Survey of Farmers

From November 1988 to February 1989 eighty seven in-

person interviews were conducted with farmers in western

Oregon. Individuals were selected who farm land adjacent

to one of three National Wildlife Refuges (NWR), or a

state operated Wildlife Management Area (WHA). William

L. Finley, Baskett Slough and Ankeny National Wildlife

Refuges were selected in the Willamette Valley. Sauvie

Island WMA, located 15 miles northwest of Portland, was

also selected.

These areas were chosen for four reasons. First,

there is an existing market for wildlife-related

recreation. All four of these refuges or management areas

are known for their abundance of migratory waterfowl in

the winter months. The proximity to the refuges provides

-the farmers the opportunity to market access to their

land for wild duck and goose hunting. The Willamette

Valley and Sauvie Island have long been utilized for

waterfowl hunting, with an estimated 200 to 500 hunt

clubs on private land (Jarvis, 1987).

Second, Western Oregon is important to the Pacific

Flyway. The refuges and surrounding private lands serve

as a stopover for ducks and geese migrating to the

wintering grounds of California and Mexico. From a

wildlife manager's point of view, it is therefore
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important to know the effect farm programs may have on

waterfowl habitat on farm land.

Third, the farms on Sauvie Island offer a distinct

market for wildlife-related recreation compared to that

offered by the farms in the Willamette Valley.

Investigating both of these markets made it possible to

compare the influence of the farm programs under

different market conditions.

Finally, the farms surrounding these refuges have

some of the most productive agricultural land in the

state. Farmers must weigh the returns from production of

wildlife habitat against relatively high returns from

agricultural production.

Of the total sample of 87, a sub-sample of 35

individuals was selected, made up of people who derived a

profit from their waterfowl hunting leasing operation. It

was assumed that these farmers behave as profit

maximizers, using hunting leases as one of their revenue

generating options. This sub-sample was then split into

two groups, each offering a distinctly different market

for waterfowl hunting; (1) those who farm land adjacent

to the three NWR's in the Willamette Valley (16

individuals), and (2) those farming next to the Sauvie

Island WMA (19 individuals).

The survey respondents were asked about the

following; (a) crops grown and acreages devoted to each,

(b) whether or not they leased waterfowl hunting rights
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to hunters during the 1987/88 hunting season, (c) prices

charged per person for waterfowl hunting rights, (d) the

number of people per hunting lease, (e) expenditures and

acreage devoted to the development of waterfowl hunting

areas and, (f) whether they participated in federal cost-

share programs aimed at improving waterfowl habitat. This

information was then used to model two LP programs, each

representing a typical farm for each of the two areas;

referred to as the Sauvie Island LP model and the

Willamette Valley LP model. Coefficient values were

calculated using averages from the survey and data from

crop enterprise budgets.



Model Development

Details of both LP models and the methods used to

calculate the coefficient values are provided in

appendices C and D. The following is a general

representation of the objective function used in both

programming models:

MAXIMIZE

(1) Z = i1 1ii

ilklri2i1( - 11DjkY3jk

where the definitions of the coefficients can be found in

table IV.1.

The objective of the LP models is to maximize

profits; the difference between yearly revenues (R and

Hjk) and costs jk and Djk)I subject to a series of

production, acreage and seasonal crop rotation

constraints. The optimal solution shows how land is

allocated towards the production of agricultural outputs

(i) and/or waterfowl-related outputs (k). In the

following discussion some of the constraints will be

explained briefly in order to show how they relate to the

objective function. Details of the constraints are

presented in appendix C.
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Acres of crop i in season j for
is sold. In most instances AC1

unless the farmer decide
the harvested crop for personal
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Table IV.l. Definitions of the variables used in the
generalized objective function for the linear programming
models.

which the crop
is equal to
to keep some of
use. (acre)

Revenues from leasing access to waterfowl
hunting areas in season j (j = 2) for k (k = 1,
2, . .., m) number of hunting areas. For the
Sauvie Island LP k = 1,... , 4. For the
Willamette Valley LP k =1,2. (5)

Costs of; (a) planting k food plots for
waterfowl, and (b) flooding land to create k
shallow water areas, or "ponds", for waterfowl
in season j (j=2). (5)

Amortized cost of constructing a water-control
structure to retain water in the waterfowl
hunting areas in season j (j=2). (5)

An integer variable (0 or 1) associated with
revenues earned from leasing k hunting areas in
season j (j=2)

An integer variable (0 or 1) associated with
costs incurred in season j (j=2) when food is
planted for waterfowl and when water is pumped
into on the land to create k shallow water
areas for waterfowl.

An integer variable (0 or 1) associated with
costs incurred from building k water-control
structures for waterfowl hunting areas in
season j (j=2)

Variable Definition

Revenues from producing crop i (i = l 2,.. , n)

in season j (j = 1, 2). (S/acre)

Cii Costs of producing crop i in season j. (S/acre)

AC Land used to grow crop i during season j.
(acre)
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Farmers on Sauvie Island and in the Willamette

Valley, who work land adjacent to the wildlife refuges,

have the option of producing several agricultural crops,

including winter grains and pasture for hay or grazing.

During the winter months land can be used to produce

hunting opportunities by developing areas with food,

shelter and cover for wild ducks and geese.

The activities available for each of the two types

of farms are listed in table IV.2, along with the season

in which they can occur. The year is divided into two

seasons; the non-waterfowl hunting season (j = 1) and the

waterfowl hunting season (j = 2). Season 1 extends from

January 11 to October 16. Season 2, the legal period for

waterfowl hunting, lasts from October 17 to January 10

(1987/1988 season). Some farm activities, such as

grazing, are possible during both seasons while others

-are restricted to one of the two seasons. Also, land that

is planted to one particular crop in season 1 may not be

available for certain activities in season 2. For

example, if winter wheat is planted in season 1, then

this land cannot be developed for waterfowl hunting in

season 2. However, land used for pasture in season 1 can

be converted to waterfowl habitat in season 2, or it can

be used for grazing cattle. Constraint rows were

formulated to reflect these seasonal production

possibilities.



Table IV2. Crops grown (i), number of discrete
hunting areas leased to hunters (k), and the season (j)
during which the activity may be active for the Sauvie
Island 4nd Willamette Valley farm linear programming
mode1s.
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The number in parenthesis indicates the season
(j = 1, 2) during which the activity may take place.

i

Sauvie Island
Cropping Activity (j) i Willamette Valley

Cropping Activity (j)

1 Broccoli (1) 1 Winter Wheat (1)
2 Sweet Corn (1) 2 Pasture for Hay (1)
3 Table Beets (1) 3 Pasture (grazing) (1,2)
4 Cauliflower (1) 4 Annual Ryegrass (1)
5 Winter Wheat (1) 5 Perennial Ryegrass (1)
6 Pasture for Hay (1) 6 Fallow Field (1,2)
7 Pasture for Grazing (1,2)
8 Fallow Field (1,2)

1 0 - 20 (2) 1 0 - 12 (2)

2 21 - 40 (2) 2 13 - 24 (2)

3 41 - 60 (2)
4 6]. - 80 (2)

Acres Devoted to Acres Devoted to
k Hunting Areas k Hunting Areas
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The activities presented in table IV.2 are typical

of the average farm in the survey in each of the two

areas. From year to year the choices of crops may vary,

as does the variety of activities available to the

farmer. The amount of land that can be devoted to grow

particular crops is limited, either by soil conditions or

other agronomic factors, or by marketing restrictions.

Row crops, for example, are grown under contract with

local canneries. The amount of land devoted to these

crops, therefore, is limited by the size of the contract.

Restrictions were added to the model to reflect as

closely as possible the acreage allocations observed in

the survey.

Due to differences in soil types and market

conditions, Sauvie Island farmers are able to cultivate

row crops, such as sweet corn, while the Willamnette

Valley farmers (adjacent to the wildlife refuges) grow

predominantly grass seed. In both areas it is possible to

grow winter grains and pasture for hay or grazing. During

the waterfowl hunting season both farms can also devote

acreage to attracting wild ducks. This land is

intentionally flooded and is planted with crops that will

attract ducks, such as corn, millet, sudan grass and

buckwheat. These crops are not harvested and are planted

for the sole purpose of feeding waterfowl. Water control

structures are required to retain the water throughout
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the duration of the season. These generally consist of a

small dam or levee.

It was discovered through the survey that waterfowl

hunting areas are leased in discrete parcels, each leased

to a group of individuals, generally referred to as a

"duck club". Each club leases access to the farmers'

land, and has exclusive hunting rights to a different

part of the farm. The revenues earned from leasing

hunting areas, and the costs incurred to develop the land

to attract waterfowl depends on the number of areas

leased, and the number of people in each club.

In the LP model revenues and costs from leasing

hunting access were treated in the objective function as

discrete units. By formulating the models as mixed

integer programs, different levels of revenues and costs

from hunting leases enter into the basic solution,

depending on the number of duck clubs hunting on the

farm. If several hunting areas were leased (k = 3, for

example), then revenues (H3) and costs (P3 and D3 )

corresponding to the number of areas are activated in the

objective function. This is accomplished via a series of

switch constraints which keep track of the amount of land

devoted to waterfowl hunting. The coefficients

and 3jk are integer variables corresponding to

revenues and costs associated with leasing k number of

hunting areas. If two hunting areas (k = 2) are produced

and leased on the farm, for example, then Yl2 Y22 and
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j2 are all equal to one. Revenues and costs associated

with leasing two different hunting areas on the farm are

then activated in the objective function, and all other

1jk' 2jk and 3jk are equal to zero (for all k not

equal to 2).

For the farmers interviewed on Sauvie Island, the

amount of land developed and leased to waterfowl hunters

averaged 20 acres in size, and, on average, farmers had

two distinct hunting areas. The number of hunting areas

leased ranged from one to four (k = 1, ...,4). For the

Willamette Valley hunting areas were leased, on average,

in 12 acre increments. The average number of hunting

areas for those farms was one, and the maximum number

leased was two (k = 1, 2). The reason for leasing land to

hunters in this fashion makes sense from the hunters

point of view. For Sauvie Island, for example, 20 acres

is most probably the optimum size to induce wild ducks to

land, and is likely to also be the maximum size for

quality hunting. Most of the hunting areas consisted of a

small flooded area (.5 to 8 acres), surrounded by land

planted to feed crops for the ducks. Interspersed among

the rows of corn are blinds for the hunters to sit in.

Constraints were formulated to force the production

of waterfowl hunting areas to be of the size observed in

the survey. For the Sauvie Island LP, for example, if

land devoted to hunting is between 21 and 40 acres, then

two areas are leased (k = 2), each one of 20 acres in
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size. Table IV.2 shows the number of hunting areas that

can be produced for each of the two areas and the nuiuber

of acres used to develop them.



ANALYSIS OF PROGRAMS AND MARKET INCENTIVES

For farmers who produce wildlife-related outputs as

one of the farm products, two types of incentives exist;

government cost-share programs aimed at reducing the cost

of establishing and protecting habitat, and the revenues

that can be generated from leasing access to the land.

The LP models presented above were designed so that both

types of incentives are present in the objective

function. By altering the costs and revenues associated

with leasing hunting access, the influence of the cost-

share and profit incentives were evaluated.

Cost-Share Programs

In order to make generalizations about the

-effectiveness of government cost-share programs, two

hypothetical programs were created; program A and program

B. Both of these are similar to programs currently being

offered to farmers in Western Oregon, as well as in other

parts of the country. Program A offers to pay for part of

the costs of establishing a water-control structure, such

as a dam, levee, dugout or dike. Program B offers to
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share the costs of planting food for wildlife2.

The effectiveness of the programs were tested using

the following procedure;

The LP models were run to determine the profit

maximizing combination of agricultural and wildlife-

related outputs without participation in government

programs.

Each of the two models was then run with reductions

in the values of the objective function coefficients

corresponding to; (a) the annual (amortized) cost of

constructing water-control structures, and (b) the annual

cost of planting hunting areas with waterfowl food. The

hypothetical programs were tested by reducing the costs

by 50, 75 and 100 percent and then running the program to

find the optimal acreage allocations given the new cost

coefficients.

Arc elasticities of supply with respect to costs

were calculated. Output was measured as the number of

hunting areas produced.

2 Program A is similar to the Shallow Water Areas for
Wildlife Program (CP-9) available through the CRP and the
Shallow Water Areas for Wildlife (WL-2) program available
through the ACP. Program B is similar to the Interim
Wildlife Habitat for Food and Cover (SP-3l) program of
the ACP. The CP-9 and WL-2 also offer cost-share
assistance from planting food and cover for wildlife.



Huntina Revenues

By altering the value of the objective coefficient

corresponding to revenues earned from leasing hunting

areas, and holding all other costs and prices constant,

it was possible to derive a supply schedule for hunting

areas. Supply elasticities with respect to product price

were then calculated, and these were compared with those

calculated for the cost-share programs3.
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A note of caution is appropriate regarding the use
of elasticities derived from an LP model. Because supply
and demand functions derived using LP are of a stepwise
nature, point elasticities cannot be used. However, the
danger in using arc elasticities instead is that they may
be quite variable, depending on the range over which they
are calculated.

In calculating the elasticities with respect to the
cost-share incentives, the range was determined a priori
to be at 50, 75 and 100 percent reductions in per unit
cost. For the elasticities with respect to changes in
revenues, the elasticities were calculated over a range
at which there was a change in the optimal solution (a
basis change). As will be seen in the next section,
however, the important aspect of the analysis is not to
determine the exact elasticities of supply. Instead, the
goal is to determine whether the supply responses to the
two types of incentives are elastic (E > 1) or inelastic
(E < 1). Additionally, the objective was partly to
evaluate the effectiveness of government cost-share
programs in two distinct markets for waterfowl hunting.



RESULTS AND FINDINGS

Survey Results

The survey results supported the contention that

Sauvie Island and the Willamette Valley represent

different markets for waterfowl hunting on private land.

The differences are most apparent in the prices that

hunters are willing to pay and in the level of habitat

investments made by the landowners.

The revenues earned from leasing waterfowl hunting

areas varied greatly between the two areas. Sauvie Island

farmers charged, on average, $1,246.35 per person for

seasonal hunting rights for the first hunting area

leased. The price per person decreased to $1,087.5 for

the second duck club, $816.5 for the third, and $483 if a

fourth club was added. The average number of hunters per

club also declined as more clubs were added; from 12

people in each of the first two, to 6 in the third and 5

in the fourth club.

In contrast, farmers in the Willamette Valley

charge, on average, $195.8 per person for the first club

and $212.5 per person for the second. The average number

of people per club was 9 for the first club, and if a
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second club was added, it had an average of 6 hunters4. A

study of waterfowl hunting leases in Missouri revealed

similar divergence in prices, ranging from $300 to $3,000

per person for seasonal hunting rights (Schenck, et. al.,

1987).

The Willamette Valley farms averaged 700 acres in

size, compared to an average of 500 acres for the Sauvie

Island farms. As a result, duck clubs could be placed

further apart, thereby reducing crowding and competition

between clubs by spreading relatively fewer hunters over

a wider area.

The observation that per person pricing declined as

clubs were added at Sauvie Island is possibly the result

of a decreasing quality of the hunting area. If land is

leased to several clubs it is reasonable to assume that

the first hunting area is of the highest quality, perhaps

being closer to the state WMA. All other duck clubs are

located in successively less preferred areas, attracting

fewer ducks and geese. The price reflects this difference

in quality. Willis and Mertes (1979) also observed a

differential price system among Texas rice growers who

marketed waterfowl hunting. They discovered that prices

were based on a combination of management practices,

For the Willamette Valley farms the difference
between price per hunter ($16.70) and the number of
hunters per club (3) were determined to be insignificant
and not a symptom of a quality difference between hunting
areas.
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including the presence or absence of water and waterfowl

food, and amenities supplied by the farmer.

In the same manner in which hunting revenues varied

between the two areas, the level of investment in habitat

development was also quite different between the two

areas. For example, the average per acre investment in

planting waterfowl crops, including land preparation and

fertilization was $150 for Sauvie Island, compared to $65

for the Willamette Valley farms. Costs of flooding land

were $98 per acre for Sauvie Island, and $25 per acre for

the Willamette Valley. The cost of building water-control

structures were, on average, $513 for Sauvie Island and

$316 for Willamette Valley. Details of these costs are

presented in appendix D, along with explanation of how

these costs were calculated from the survey data.

-Linear Proctramming Results

The profit maximizing levels of farm outputs are

presented in tables IV.3 and IV.4, along with the results

of participation in each of the hypothetical farm cost-

share programs. Program A, which offers to pay for a

share (or all) of the costs of building a water-control

structure, has no effect on the amount of land devoted to

waterfowl hunting areas. Without participation in the

program, the objective function value for the Sauvie

Island model is $98,349.5 and 40 acres are devoted to
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waterfowl hunting (two hunting areas). For the Willamette

Valley model the objective function value without program

participation is $168,989.1 and 12 acres are used for

waterfowl hunting leases (one hunting area).

Participating in program A has no effect on the optimal

farm output mix, other than to increase the profits of

the farm. In other words, a government program aimed at

sharing part or all of the costs of building a water-

control structure, such as a dam or levee, does not cause

land previously used for agricultural production to be

converted to waterfowl habitat5. The supply elasticity

was therefore calculated to be zero for both of the LP

models at all levels of cost-share assistance using

program A.

Program B, which pays for part or all of the costs

of planting food for wildlife, had a more significant

effect on the optimal amount of land devoted to waterfowl

hunting. From tables IV.3 and IV.4 it can be seen that

participation in this program caused land previously used

for grazing and hay production to be used to develop

waterfowl areas. This reflects the fact that on many

farms in western Oregon pasture land is on marginal areas

of the farm. These areas frequently flood during the

winter months. They are the least productive for crops,

This result relies on the assumption that farmers
amortize the costs of constructing a water-control
structure, using a 6% interest rate over a 10 year
period. See appendix D for details.



Table IV.3. Optimal solutions for the Sauvie Island
linear progranuning model for different levels of
participation in programs A and B.

Program A
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No Program 50% off, 75% off 100% off
Obj ective function
value ($/year) 98349.5 98419.3 98454.2 98489.0
Acres Produced:
Broccoli 20 20 20 20
Table Beets 20 20 20 20
Sweet Corn 100 100 100 100
Cauliflower 10 10 10 10
Hay 155 155 155 155
Winter Wheat 0 0 0 0

Grazing/Season 1 195 195 195 195
Grazing/Season 2 155 155 155 155
Hunting Areas 40 40 40 40

Program B

No Proram 50% off 75% of f 100% off
Objective function
value ($/year) 98349.5 102633 104883 107432.7
Acres Produced:
Broccoli 20 20 20 20
Table Beets 20 20 20 20
Sweet Corn 100 100 100 100
Cauliflower 10 10 10 10
Hay 155 145 145 135
Winter Wheat 0 0 0 0

Grazing/Season 1 195 205 205 215
Grazing/Season 2 155 145 145 135
Hunting Areas 40 60 60 80
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Table IV.4. Optimal solutions for the Willamette Valley
linear programming model for different levels of
participation in programs A and B.

Program A

Program B

Objective function
No Program 50% off 75% off 100% off

value (5/year) 168989.1 169010 169021 169032
Acres Produced:
Annual Ryegrass 210 210 210 210
Perennial Ryegrass 350 350 350 350
Hay 64 64 64 64
Winter Wheat 0 0 0 0

Grazing/Season 1 64 64 64 64
Grazing/Season 2 64 64 64 64
Hunting Areas 12 12 12 12

Objective function
No Program 50% off 75% off 100% off

value (S/year) 168989.1 169617 170007 170397.7
Acres Produced:
Annual Ryegrass 210 210 210 210
Perennial Ryegrass 350 350 350 350
Hay 64 58 58 58
Winter Wheat 0 0 0 0

Grazing/Season 1 76 82 82 82
Grazing/Season 2 64 58 58 58
Hunting Areas 12 24 24 24
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and at the same time lend themselves to waterfowl habitat

development due to their ability to retain water.

The effectiveness of program B relative to program A

is due to the larger share of the expenses covered by

this program. Program A, even at 100 percent did not

reduce costs sufficiently to force the LP algorithm to

take land out of grazing or hay production and into

waterfowl habitat. However, the supply elasticities with

regards to program B were, for the most part, inelastic

(E < 1). At the 100 percent level the elasticities were

.1998 and .33 for the Sauvie Island and Willatnette Valley

models, respectively. At the 75 percent level, they were

.33 and .55, respectively, and at the 50 percent level

they were .585 and .999, respectively. This suggests

that, in general, elasticities of supply for waterfowl

hunting areas on Sauvie Island and Willamette Valley

farms are inelastic with respect to the levels of factor

price reductions, as designed in these two policies.

Additionally, the Willamette Valley farmers appear to be

more responsive to changes in input costs than the

farmers interviewed on Sauvie Island.

For the Sauvie Island model a 20 percent decrease in

the costs of planting waterfowl food (i.e. program B)

would be needed for there to be a change in habitat

production from 40 acres to 60 acres (that is, there is a

change in basis at this point). A 95 percent decrease in

the costs of planting food would result in a change in
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production from 40 acres to 80 acres. Similarly, for the

Willamette Valley model, the costs of planting waterfowl

food would have to be reduced by 15 percent to induce a

doubling in production from 12 acres to 24 acres of

hunting area. These results suggest that the Willainette

Valley farmers are more responsive to changes in input

costs6.

Elasticities of supply with respect to product price

were also calculated. For the Sauvie Island model there

was a change in optimal solution if price charged per

person was increased by 5 percent (i.e. there was a

change in basis at this point). In comparison, the

Willamette Valley model showed a change in solution only

if price was increased by 12 percent. The elasticity of

supply, calculated over the range at which the basis

changed was 8 and 4 for the Sauvie Island and Willamette

Valley models, respectively. These results indicate that;

(1) the elasticity of supply with respect to product

price was elastic (E > 1), and (2) farmers on Sauvie

Island are more responsive to price increases than those

in the Willamette Valley.

6 For the Sauvie Island model the elasticity of supply
with respect to input costs, calculated over the range at
which there was a basis change from 40 acres to 60 acres,
and from 40 acres to 80 acres, was 3.0 and 0.0,
respectively. For the Willamétte Valley model the supply
elasticity, calculated over the range of basis change,
was 6.0 for a change in production from 12 acres to 24
acres of habitat.



SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The results of the parametric analysis lead to

several interesting conclusions which may shed light on

the development of future policies directed towards

wildlife habitat management on private land. The first

observation is that land managers' decision to invest in

habitat improvements depends largely on opportunity

costs. It is often the case that production of wildlife

is in competition with agricultural production. The

degree to which agricultural output has to be sacrificed

for habitat production is largely specific to the

situation in question.

In this case study it was seen that Willamette

valley farmers were more responsive than Sauvie Island

farmers to changes in input costs. This may reflect the

fact that on Sauvie Island much of the land is tied up in

the production of high-valued row crops on land which

cannot easily be converted to hunting areas. Also,

hunting areas on Sauvie Island are, on average, larger

than those on Willamette Valley farms. In terms of

opportunity cost it is more expensive to forego income

from the production of hay or grazing when it occurs in

20-acre increments than to do so in 12-acre increments.

Although these results are specific to this case study,

it does point out that the effectiveness of government

cost share programs are influenced by the opportunity
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cost of habitat developments, which may vary from one

wildlife-related market to another. Government programs

should therefore be flexible and targeted to specific

markets and farming situations.

Another reason why Sauvie Island farmers were less

responsive than Willamette Valley farmers to cost-share

programs is possibly because all (or most) of the

potential and economically feasible waterfowl on private

farms on the island have already been developed for

waterfowl hunting. If the two hypothetical programs

tested accurately reflect the existing government cost-

share programs, then it can be concluded from this study

that further efforts to encourage habitat improvements

should be directed towards the landowners in the

Willarnette Valley. It is on these farms that the most

promise exists for an increase in waterfowl habitat and

where this type of program would be most effective.

The LP models used in this study were specifically

designed to illustrate the optimal acreage allocation

decisions for farmers with potential waterfowl habitat in

Western Oregon. The opportunity cost of producing

waterfowl hunting areas was the income foregone from

grazing and/or hay production, which are low income

enterprises relative to other crops grown in the region.

However, in other areas the opportunity cost might be

high. A study by Matulich and Bagwell (1979) showed that

the opportunity cost of pheasant production on alfalfa
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farms in central Washington ranged from $3.19 to $1500 per

pheasant. In contrast, Chamberlain (1984) found that

certain types of farming and the development of waterfowl

hunting opportunities have the potential to be mutually

beneficial (i.e., joint products).

A second important observation is the difference in

response towards production of hunting areas due to

changes in input costs and changes in revenue. In both

markets for waterfowl hunting it was evident that supply

was elastic with respect to changes in revenue, yet

inelastic with response to changes in input costs

(calculated over the range of factor price reductions

proposed by the two government programs). This is because

the revenue changes are relatively larger than the input

cost reductions, and therefore have a greater effect on

the farmers' profits.

It is likely, however, that profits are not the only

motive for investing in habitat improvements. Individual

landowners may derive utility from attracting migratory

waterfowl to their farm for reasons other than the

financial. Also, not all farmers may behave as profit

maximizers, as was assumed in this study. What can be

concluded, however, is that when market incentives are

compared to government cost-share programs, it is

apparent that the cost share programs are relatively

ineffective. This concurs with the observation that of
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the 87 people interviewed, a little over half (51.7%)

said they were familiar with government cost-share

programs aimed at enhancing waterfowl habitat, yet less

than 6 percent (5.75%) had participated in them. There

are three plausible reasons for this. First, it is

relatively inexpensive to develop habitat. The costs

(opportunity costs included) of planting food and

establishing a pond are low, and the potential returns

from leasing hunting rights are high. Secondly, many

cost-share programs require a special commitment on the

part of the landowner (a long-term contract, for

example). Finally, it is possible that some people simply

do not care to be involved in government programs as a

matter of principle.

One of the most challenging issues for the wildlife

management agencies is to find incentives that involve

the agricultural landowner in wildlife management. The

profit incentive is a powerful one, and the most

frequently mentioned (see Wesley, 1987, Burger and Teer,

1981, Stier and Bishop, 1981, Langner, 1987). If this is

so, then two factors influence the revenue potential

associated with wild1ife the price that hunters are

willing to pay, and the number of hunters wanting to hunt

on private land. Any changes in these two factors will

affect the landowner's ability to earn a return from

habitat investments. Restriction in the hunting season,

such as a shortened season, changes in the bag limit, or
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constraints on shooting certain species, fo:r example, may

influence the number of hunters participati:ng in the

sport. If the number of participants decreases, say,

(holding price per hunter constant) then the potential

revenues from leasing hunting rights will also decline.

As a consequence, alternative uses of the land, such as

growing a crop, may then be comparatively more

profitable. There are limitations, therefore, in a system

of incentives that relies on hunting as a source of

revenues.

The linear programming models used in this study

were designed under the assumption that resource

allocation decisions are made in such a way that profits

are maximized. However, further research may indicate

that private land managers value wildlife for other than

monetary reasons. Whether motives other than maximizing

-profits are sufficiently powerful to persuade farmers to

manage land for the benefit of wildlife or for wildlife-

related recreation is an issue that needs to be

addressed.
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LETTER OF INTRODUCTION AND SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE
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Name and address: Date:

Name:

Oregon State University is conducting a study involving
landowners in the Willamett. Valley. As you may know,
private landowners, sportsmans's and conservation groups and
government agencies are all concerned with the management of
wild ducks and geese. However, there is seldom complete
agreement as to how the waterfowl should be managed. Part of
the problem lies in a lack of information about the people
who have control over much of the land used by waterfowl;
you the landowner.

You are one of a small number of people being asked to give
your views on these matters. On the week of , 1988 I
will personally stop by your home to ask a few questions.
The purpose of the study is to learn more from people like
you about the benefits and costs associated with having
waterfowl on farmland.

The meeting won't take longer than half an hour, and if you
are willing to help out, you are assured of complete
confidentiality. Once I have spoken with you, the
information will be placed in a computer together with
information of about 100 other participants in the study.

All data will be aggregated and you name and address will
be entered in the computer.

Th, summarized results of this study will be made available
to all interested landowners, organizations and officials.
It is hoped that better land and wildlife management will
result from the information gathered in this study.

I am looking forward to meeting you.

Respectfully,

Ray Rasker
Project Director

APPENDIX A

Letter of Introduction;
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Survey Number:

INSTRUCTIONS: Complete GENERAL LOCATION INFORMATION
section after the interview.

COMPLETED : Date:

NOT COMPLETED: Reason:

NEXT CONTACT:

GENERAL LOCATION INFORMATION

County

Nearest river or creek:
Distance (miles):

Nearest refuge or WMA:
Distance (miles):
(TO NEAREST FIELD WITH CROPS]

What is the lowest quality road that a hunter must
use for access to the farm ? (MARK ONE]

Federal Interstate
State Highway
County road, paved
Graded, graveled, unpaved
Less developed

Distance to the closest population center : (miles)

Portland Dallas

Salem Corvallis Albany

Monmouth Independence Monroe

Distance from farm entrance to pond ?

less than 1 mile miles

NOT APPLICABLE (no pond)



GENERAL FARM INFORMATION:

What is the size of the farm ?

TOTAL FARM SIZE : ACRES

What crops or livestock do you grow or raise ?

CROPS : ACRES
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COULD YOU TELL US WHAT HAS PREVENTED YOU FROM
DOING SO ?

ACRES

ACRES

ACRES

ACRES

ACRES

LIVESTOCK : HEAD

Do wild ducks and geese land on your farm during the
fall and winter ?

NO (GO TO QUESTION BELOW]

YES [GO TO QUESTION 12 ]

Have you ever considered creating wetlands, such as
ponds or flooding farmland for the purpose of
attracting ducks and geese ?

NO
YES

IF SO, COULD YOU DESCRIBE THE REASONS WHY YOU
HAVE CONSIDERED CREATING THESE WETLANDS ?



11. How many acres of your land are normally covered
with water ?

ALL YEAR: ACRES
FALL, WINTER, SPRING

(DRY IN SUMMER): ACRES

(GO TO PAGE 5 ]

Which of the following best describes the type of
areas used by ducks and geese on your farm ?

(MARK ALL THAT APPLY]

MAN-MADE POND
NATURAL POND
LAKE (entire lake on own land)
LAKE SHORE
FLOODED FARMLAND (dry in the summer)
RIVER
MAN-MADE CANAL
GRASS FIELDS
CORN PLOTS (for ducks)

OTHER: (for ducks)

Approximately how many ACRES on your farm were USED
LAST YEAR by migrating ducks and geese ?

ACRES

How many acres of your land are normally covered
with water ?

ALL YEAR: ACRES
FALL, WINTER, SPRING

(DRY IN SUMMER): ACRES
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Do you or does anyone in your FAMILY hunt on your
land?

NO
YES: Approximately how many days last year?

Are you a member of a DUCK CLUB on your own land?

NO
YES

"duck club" = a group of waterfowl hunters with
exclusive hunting rights to private land.

Is any of the land you farm leased from someone
else?

NO
YES: ACRES

Does the LEASE agreement specify whether you may use
the land for waterfowl hunting ?

NO
YES: How ?

Do you lease or cooperatively farm land from a
federal or state wildlife refuge ?

NO

LEASE: ACRES

COOP. Farm ACRES



PERSONAL PERCEPTION OF BENEFITS AND COSTS

Next, we would like to ask you some questions regarding
waterfowl. Some of these questions are about the COSTS
and BENEFITS of waterfowl using private land, others are
about the role of the FARMERS and the WILDLIFE REFUGES in
managing waterfowl and some have to do with WATERFOWL
HUNTING.

HOW STRONGLY DO YOU AGREE OR DISAGREE WITH EACH STATEMENT

18. In general, I consider hunters on my land to be a
nuisance and a bother.

( )

( )

( )

19. I find it personally satisfying to have wild ducks
and geese on my property.

20. Having waterfowl on my land is part of what makes
farming attractive to me.

Having waterfowl on my property is an annoyance and
a bother to me.

C) ( )

The possibility of being sued is a worry to me when
hunters use my land.

Crop damage from waterfowl represents a significant
cost to my farming operation.

C) ( )

It is the role of farmers to help produce wildlife
for free for everyone's benefit.

( )

25. Hazing geese on my farm is costly.
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( ) C)

STRONGLY STRONGLY
AGREE AGREE NEITHER DISAGREE DISAGREE



26. One of the advantages of waterfowl on my land is
being able to hunt them for food.

( )

27. Trespassing hunters represent a significant cost to
me.

( )

28. Even if it were illegal to hunt waterfowl, I would
enjoy having them on my property just for their beauty.

( )

( )

( )

( )

29. The protection of wetlands on private land is needed
if current waterfowl populations are to be maintained.

30. The government wildlife refuges alone provide
adequate hunting opportunities for the public.

The main purpose of government wildlife refuges and
management areas is to provide habitat for migrating
ducks and geese.

34. In the last 10 years the amount of waterfowl habitat
in the Willamette Valley has increased.

35. The conversion of wetlands to cropland in the
Willainette Valley has been detrimental to waterfowl
populations.
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STRONGLY STRONGLY
AGREE AGREE NEITHER DISAGREE DISAGREE

C) C)

C) C)

( ) ( ) ( ) C)
31. Wildlife refuges help reduce waterfowl damage to
crops.

( )

( ) ( ) ( ) C)
32. The reduction in waterfowl populations in the

( )

Willamette Valley is mostly due to hunting.

( ) ( ) ( ) C) C)



36. The availability of inexpensive public hunting areas
drastically reduces my opportunity to make money from
duck club leases.

Regardless of whether you allow hunting on your land or
whether you hunt yourself, we would like you to;

PLEASE TELL US HOW STRONGLY DO YOU AGREE OR DISAGREE WITH
EACH STATEMENT?

STRONGLY STRONGLY
AGREE AGREE NEITHER DISAGREE DISAGREE

Waterfowl hunting on my land could increase my
income.

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

One of the reasons I would allow hunting on my land
is to give me a chance to get together with friends and
other hunters.

39. Hunting on my farm helps reduce damage to my crops
by scaring waterfowl.

( )

40. Having good waterfowl hunting on my farm could
increase the value of my land.

( )

( )

( )
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41. By allowing only certain hunters on my land I could
have better control over trespass.

42. If I allow hunting on my land I also become more
popular with friends and neighbors.

43. Leasing waterfowl hunting rights could help pay for
some of the costs of damage to my crops by waterfowl.

( )

44. I would consider leasing waterfowl hunting rights on
my land ONLY if the ECONOMIC benefits outweigh the costs.

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )



(IF No WATERFOWL HABITAT, SKIP TO PAGE 15 ]

Do you allow people other than your immediate FAMILY
to come on your farm to HUNT geese and ducks during
the hunting season ?

NO [GO TO PAGE 12 ]
YES [CONTINUE BELOW]

HUNT MANAGEMENT

Which of the following best describes the agreement
you have with people who come to hunt on your farm ?
(CHECK ONE)

A FEE IS CHARGED FOR ACCESS (including lease
agreements) [GO TO QUESTION 47 ] >

NO FEE IS CHARGED FOR ACCESS ;

A. If you do not charge a fee, do you have any type of
agreement with the hunters ?

NO
YES: What is it ?

(SKIP TO PAGE 11 ]
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If you were to put a dollar value on the services,
what would it be ?

$

Is this a written or oral agreement ?

ORAL
WRITTEN



PERSON

POND

BLIND

other:

Is this an oral or written agreement ?

ORAL

WRITTEN
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47. How much space do you lease ?

BY THE POND > # ponds available
BY THE BLIND > # blinds available

Total number of acres available for hunting:

48. What type of arrangement do you have with the people
who hunt on your land ?

S

SEASON DAY MULTIPLE PERSONS!
$ qnty $ qnty $ qnty CLUB

CLUB



(OPTIONAL QUESTION: ask if gross income cannot be
calculated from question 48]

Which of the following categories best describes
your gross annual income from waterfowl hunting last
year ?

less than 2,000

2,000 to 5,000

5,000 to 10,000

10,000 to 15,000

15,000 to 20,000

20,000 to 40,000

40,000 to 60,000

over 60,000

Gross annual income from waterfowl hunting:
(calculated from question 48)

$ /YEAR

Do you provide any services ? (dogs, lodging, etc)

NO
YES:

Do you offer any guided hunts ?

NO
YES: How much do you charge for these ?
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Could you estimate approximately how many birds were
harvested last year on your land ?

DUCKS HARVESTED DON'T KNOW

GEESE HARVESTED DON'T KNOW

THE PERSON THAT DOES KNOW IS:

NAME PHONE NUMBER

Approximately how many days of LAST YEAR'S season
was there hunting for waterfowl on your land by
people other than yourself or family ?

Do you (or does the duck club) limit the amount of
hunting ? For example, by days of the week, by the
number of hunters allowed at any given time, or by
time of day ? [VOLUNTARY RESTRICTIONS]

NO

YES: HOW ?
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Are the hunters personally known to you before they
are allowed to hunt on your land ?

NO

YES: % PERSONALLY KNOWN

Some farmers and duck clubs ADVERTISE for hunters.
Do you actively look for people to lease hunting
land from you, or do the hunters contact you ?

ACTIVELY PURSUE CLIENTS
HUNTERS DO THE CONTACTING
OTHER:



58. Have you ever SOLD land to a duck club ?

NO

____ YES; If YES, could you tell us

HOW MANY ACRES : ACRES

$ /ACRE

YEAR SOLD

WATERPOWL MANAGEMENT

59. Did your farming operation suffer waterfowl-related
costs last year ? (GIVE EXAMPLES]

NO [GO TO NEXT QUESTION]
YES

What were your EXPENSES last year related to waterfowl
damage ? (ITEMIZE MINIMUM EXPENSES]

COST
($ or amt.)

HAZING EQUIPMENT $

HAZING LABOR $

HAZING TRANSPORTATION COSTS $

DECREASE IN CROP YIELD $

OTHER: $
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$

crop being damaged:

calculations:



60. Could you tell us whether you participated in any
activities that were intended to be for the BENEFIT of
waterfowl or for the management of the HUNTING operation.

Please indicate whether the costs were paid by you or by
a duck club:

COSTS LABOR LAND MACHINERY
($) (hrs/yr.) (acres) (hours)

OWN CLUB OWN CLUB OWN CLUB

ACTIVITIES: (ENTER LETTER IN LEFT COLUMN]

Building wetlands or ponds.

Planting of food plots.

Construction of water control structures (dams,
levees)

Water level regulation (pumping water, pipes, pumps)

Productive cropland taken out of production. (enter
as cost only if crop possible during waterfowl
season)

Liability insurance specifically for hunting.

Posting of land against trespassers.

Predator control.

Professional help: accountants, wildlife
consultants, attorneys, ect.

3. Leasing land from others solely for the purpose of
re-leasing to waterfowl hunters.

Others
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OWN CLUB



OPPORTUNITY COST (make note if activity on refuge)

Some farmers change the way they farm on some parts of
their land on order manage their land for the benefit of
waterfowl. For example, some farmers will not drain a
pond or plow near a pond until after the ducks and geese
have migrated.

61. Which, if any, of the following best describes the
changes you make in your farming practices, and can

you estimate the cost of each practice compared to the
way you would normally farm ?

ACTIVITY COST
YES/NO ( $ or Aint.)

Not raising crops near
areas used by ducks

Not draining a pond until
after the nesting season
or until after the ducks
and geese have left

Leaving some of the crop
on the field to provide
food and cover

Not tilling to provide
stubble on which ducks
-& geese feed

Limiting grazing of
livestock

Others:

TOTAL COST OF ALL ACTIVITIES $
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For some landowners trespass, especially during the
waterfowl hunting season, can be a problem. We would like
to ask you a few questions about trespass:

TRESPASS

Is trespass a problem ?

NO
YES: which of the following best describes
the situation on your farm ? [CEECK ONE]

IT IS RARELY A PROBLEM
IT IS SOMETIMES A PROBLEM
IT IS OFTEN A PROBLEM
IT IS ALWAYS A PROBLEM

Do you post your land against trespassers ?

NO
YES

[OMIT IF NOT APPLICABLE] N/A

If you LEASE the hunting rights on your land to a
duck club, do they take care of posting your land
and controlling trespass ?

NO
YES

Are you insured against liability for accidents
involving hunters on this farm ?

NO
YES DON'T KNOW

Indicate which statement you believe is the most
accurate : (CHECK ONE]

LIABILITY SUITS IN WHICH HUNTERS SUE LANDOWNERS:

NEVER OCCUR
RARELY OCCUR
SOMETIMES OCCUR
OFTEN OCCUR



GOVERNMENT PROGRAMS

Next, we would like to ask you about your AWARENESS of so
me GOVERNMENT PROGRAMS.

Are you familiar with any programs, such as COST
SHARE programs, for the development and conservation
of WETLANDS, or of any programs that help pay for
the costs of waterfowl habitat or food plots ?

NO
YES

Which program ?

Did you PARTICIPATE in any of these programs ?

NO
YES: What effect do you think this had on

waterfowl or on the hunting operation ?
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For what ?

Have you ever received TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE from a
sportsman's club or wildlife conservation
organization?

(WITH REGARDS TO MANAGING WATERFOWL, DEFINED AS ABOVE]

NO
YES: If so, by whom ?

For what ?

Are you a MEMBER of a sportsman's club or
conservation organization ?

NO
YES: If so, which one ?

Ducks Unlimited
Oregon Ducithunters Association
Oregon Landowners and Waterfowlers Association
National Wildlife Federation
others:
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Have you ever received TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE from a
public agency, such as the Extension Service, the
Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife, the Soil
Conservation Service, or the U.S. Fish & Wildlife
Service with regards to managing waterfowl on your
land ?

(EXPLAIN: PAMPHLETS, IN-PERSON VISITS, ANY TYPE OF
INFORMATION PROVIDED BY ANY PUBLIC AGENCY, including
depredation (hazing) or habitat development and
improvements]

NO
YES: If so, by whom ?



DEMOGRAPHIC

Finally, we would like to ask a few questions about
yourself to help with the statistical analysis.

ALL ANSWERS WILL BE KEPT CONPIDENTIAL

How much education have you completed ?
(MARK ONLY ONE]

SOME HIGH SCHOOL
COMPLETED HIGH SCHOOL
SOME COLLEGE
BACHELORS DEGREE OR EQUIVALENT
ADVANCED DEGREE

What do you estimate is the percentage of GROSS
income from the following:

FARMING:

OFF-FARM INCOME:

WATERFOWL HUNTING: % +

OTHER:

100 % TOTAL

Which of the following best describes your
HOUSEHOLD'S gross income level for lAST YEAR,
including farm and off-farm sources:
[CHECK ONE]

LESS THAN $10,000

$10,000 TO $19,999

$20,000 TO $29,999

$30,000 TO $39,999

$40,000 TO $49,999

$50,000 TO $75,000

$75,000 TO $99,999

OVER $100,000
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How many years has this property been owned by the
same family ?

YEARS

What is your age ?

END INTERVIEW

Copy of Report ? NO YES

Further Contacts:

Comments:
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SURVEY CODE DESCRIPTION AND SUMMARY OP SURVEY RESPONSES
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Survey Variable Code Frequency, Relative
Question Name Description Frequency or Average"

3

RIVMILE open ended; distance average
to nearest river or 1.73
creek (miles)

frequency
(rel. freq.)

REFUGE 1 = Finley N.W.R.
2 = B. Slough N.W.R.
3 = Ankeny N.W.R.
4 = Sauvie Is. W.M.A

REFMILE open ended; distance average
to nearest refuge or .46
wildlife management
area (miles)

k". Relative frequencies may not add to 1.0 due to
rounding.

Sample size (N) = 87. The raw data is available from the
author upon request.

2

COUNTY

RIVER

1 = Benton
2 = Polk
3 = Marion
4 = Multnomah

1 = Willamette
2=LongTom
3 = Muddy
4 = Santiam
5 = Salt Creek
6 = Rickreall Ck.
7 = Columbia
8 = Baskett Slough

frequency
(rel. freq.)

25 (.287)
26 (.299)
14 (.161)
22 (.253)

frequency

31
7
14
5

7

8

6

9

25 (.287)
26 (.299)
14 (.161)
22 (.253)



Survey Variable Code Frequency, Relative
Question Name Description Frequency or Average

8

number of

AGRASS
PGRASS
GRAIN
HAY

RCROP
LIV

DAIRY

frequency
(rel. freq.)
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farmers growing the following crops:

Annual Ryegrass 26
Perennial Ryegrass 39
Oats, Barley, Wheat 51
Pasture, Grass Hay,
Alfalfa, & Red Clover 51
Row Crops 48
Livestock: beef, dairy
sheep & horses 42
Commercial Dairy Farm 5

9-11 Not coded, or entered into computer. All of the
87 respondents had wild geese and ducks land on
their farm (answered YES on question 9).
Therefore, no response for question 10 & 11.

6 PONDIST 1 = one mile or less 61 (.701)
2 = two miles 4 (.046)
3 = not applicable

(no pond) 22 (.253)

.7 FARMS I Z E open ended; farm size average
(acres) 809.84

mm = 50
max = 10,550

1 = Federal Interstate 0
2 = State Highway 9
3 = County Rd., paved 39
4 = Graded, graveled 32
5 = Less Developed 6

open ended; distance to average
any town (miles) 8

open ended; distance to average
city over 40,000 (miles) 9.89

frequency
(rd. freq.)

5 ANY

ANYL

4 ROAD



Survey Variable Code Frequency, Relative
Question Name Description Frequency or Average

13

MMP
NATP
LM(E
LAKESH
FF
RVR
MMC
GF
CP
OTHER

ACUSED

MEMBER

open ended; acres
used by waterfowl

Duck club member ?
0 = No
1 = Yes
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average
349.33

mm = 2
max = 3000

frequency
(rel. freq.)

22 (.512)
21 (.488)

o = NO
1 = YES

(rel.
frequency

freq.) of YES

Man-Made Pond 48 (.552)
Natural Pond 36 (.414)
Lake 48 (.552)
Lake Shore 9 (.103)
Flooded Farmland 47 (.540)
River 34 (.391)
Man-Made Canal 23 (.264)
Grass Fields 63 (.724)
Corn Plots (for ducks) 38 (.437)
Other; wildlife
food crops 13 (.150)

14 ALLYEAR open ended; acres average
covered all year 4.5

WET open ended; acres average
covered during 20.0
rain season

frequency
(rel. freq.)

15 HUNT Do you or your
family hunt ?
0 = No 43 (.494)
1 = Yes 44 (.506)

HUNTDYS Days hunted average
15

12 Areas available
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Survey Variable Code Frequency, Relative
Question Name Description Frequency or Average

frequency
(rel. freq.)

16 FROM Leasing land from
someone else ?
0 = No 43 (.494)
1 = Yes 44 (.506)

FROMACR Acres leased average
713.864

frequency
(rel. freg.)

LEASEAG Lease agreement
@ hunting rights ?
0 = No 30 (.682)
1 = Yes 14 (.318)

frequency
(rel. freg.)

HOW 1 = No hunting on
portion of land 7 (.500)

2 = No hunting 7 (.500)

frequency
(rel. freq.)

17 LEASE 0 = No 77 (.8851)
1 = Lease 2 (.0230)
2 = Coop. farm 7 (.0805)
3 = Lease & Coop. farm 1 (.0115)

LCRES open ended; acres leased average
660

CACRES open ended; acres coop. average
farmed 577

frequency
(rel. freq.)

18 NT.JIS 5 = Strongly Agree 5 (.0588)
4 = Agree 26 (.3059)
3 = Neither 10 (.1176)
2 = Disagree 40 (.4705)
3. = Strongly Disagree 4 (.0471)



Survey Variable Code
Question Name Description

Frequency, Relative
Frequency or Average
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(rd.
frequency

freq.)

19 SAT 5 = Strongly Agree
4 = Agree

12
49

(.1379)
(.5632)

3 = Neither 6 (.0690)

2 = Disagree 15 (.1724)

1 = strongly Disagree 5 (.0575)

20 ATT 5 = strongly Agree
4 = Agree

5
41

(.0575)
(.4713)

3 = Neither 12 (.1379)

2 = Disagree 27 (.3103)

1 = Strongly Disagree 2 (.0230)

21 ANN 5 = strongly Agree
4 = Agree

6

47
(.0690)
(.5402)

3 = Neither 3 (.0345)
2 = Disagree 26 (.2989)

1 = strongly Disagree 5 (.0575)

22 SUED 5 = strongly Agree
4 = Agree

11
38

(.1260)
(.4370)

3 = Neither 15 (.1720)

2 = Disagree 23 (.2640)
1 = strongly Disagree 0 (0)

23 DAN 5 = strongly Agree
4 = Agree

19
45

(.2184)
(.5172)

3 = Neither 4 (.0460)

2 = Disagree 18 (.2069)
1 = strongly Disagree 1 (.0115)

24 FREE 5 = strongly Aqree
4 = Agree

1
8

(.0115)
(.0920)

3 = Neither 5 (.0575)

2 = Disagree 53 (.6092)

1 = strongly Disagree 20 (.2290)

25 COSTLY 5 = Strongly Agree
4 = Agree

20
49

(.2353)
(.5765)

3 = Neither 4 (.0470)
2 = Disagree 12 (.1412)
1 = strongly Disagree 0 (0)
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Survey Variable Code Frequency, Relative
Question Name Description Frequency or Average

frequency
(rel. freq.)

26 FOOD 5 = Strongly Agree 0 (0)

4 = Agree 13 (.1605)
3 = Neither 40 (.4938)
2 = Disagree 26 (.3210)
1 = Strongly Disagree 2 (.0247)

27 TRES 5 = Strongly Agree 1 (.0118)
4 = Agree 18 (.2118)
3 = Neither 12 (.1412)
2 = Disagree 54 (.6353)
1 = Strongly Disagree 0 (0)

28 BEAUTY 5 = Strongly Agree 4 (.0460)
4 = Agree 59 (.6782)
3 = Neither 3 (.0345)
2 = Disagree 21 (.2414)
1 = Strongly Disagree 0 (0)

29 WETLAND 5 = Strongly Agree 3 (.0345)
4 = Agree 44 (.5057)
3 = Neither 7 (.0805)
2 = Disagree 29 (.3333)
1 = Strongly Disagree 4 (.0460)

30 ADEQ 5 = Strongly Agree 0 (0)

4 = Agree 4 (.0460)
3 = Neither 2 (.0230)
2 = Disagree 59 (.6782)
1 = Strongly Disagree 22 (.2529)

31 RED 5 = Strongly Agree 1 (.0115)
4 = Agree 33 (.3793)
3 = Neither 7 (.0805)
2 = Disagree 35 (.4023)
1 = Strongly Disagree 11 (.1264)

32 HNTG 5 = Strongly Agree 0 (0)

4 = Agree 4 (.0476)
3 = Neither 10 (.1190)
2 = Disagree 41 (.4881)
1 = Strongly Disagree 29 (.3452)



Survey Variable Code Frequency, Relative
Question Name Description Frequency or Average
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frequency
(rel. freq.)

33 PtJRP 5 = Strongly Agree 9 (.1059)
4 = Agree 64 (.7529)
3 = Neither 2 (.0235)
2 = Disagree 9 (.1059)
1 = Strongly Disagree 1 (.0118)

34 INCD 5 = Strongly Agree 3 (.0357)
4 = Agree 22 (.2619)
3 = Neither 22 (.2619)
2 = Disagree 33 (.3929)
1 = Strongly Disagree 4 (.0476)

35 CONV 5 = Strongly Agree 1 (.0118)
4 = Agree 29 (.3412)
3 = Neither 13 (.1529)
2 = Disagree 36 (.4235)
1 = Strongly Disagree 6 (.0706)

36 AVAIL 5 = Strongly Agree 0 (0)

4 = Agree 3 (.0357)
3 = Neither 15 (.1786)
2 = Disagree 59 (.7024)
3. = Strongly Disagree 7 (.0833)

37 INCME 5 = Strongly Agree 7 (.0805)
4 = Agree 65 (.7471)
3 = Neither 4 (.0460)
2 = Disagree 11 (.1264)
1 = Strongly Disagree 0 (0)

38 FRIEND 5 = Strongly Agree 4 (.0460)
4 = Agree 33 (.3793)
3 = Neither 18 (.2069)
2 = Disagree 31 (.3563)
1 = Strongly Disagree 1 (.0115)

39 RE DDAN 5 = Strongly Agree 10 (.1150)
4 = Agree 47 (.5400)
3 = Neither 9 (.1030)
2 = Disagree 21 (.2410)
1 = Strongly Disagree 0 (0)



Do you allow people
other than your
family to hunt ?
0 = No
1 = Yes
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frequency
(rel. freq.)

19 (.218)
68 (.782)

frequency
(rel. freq.)'

40 VALUE 5 = Strongly Agree 9 (.1034)
4 = Agree 55 (.6322)
3 = Neither 8 (.0920)
2 = Disagree 15 (.1724)
1 = Strongly Disagree 0 (0)

41 CERT 5 = Strongly Agree 6 (.0698)
4 = Agree 65 (.7558)
3 = Neither 10 (.1163)
2 = Disagree 5 (.0581)
1 = Strongly Disagree 0 (0)

42 POPLR 5 = Strongly Agree 1 (.0115)
4 = Agree 25 (.2874)
3 = Neither 28 (.3218)
2 = Disagree 3]. (.3563)
1 = Strongly Disagree 2 (.0230)

43 RIGHTS 5 = Strongly Agree 4 (.0465)
4 = Agree 48 (.5581)
3 = Neither 13 (.1512)
2 = Disagree 21 (.2442)
1 = Strongly Disagree 0 (0)

44 ONLY 5 = Strongly Agree 4 (.0482)
4 = Agree 57 (.6867)
3 = Neither 4 (.0482)
2 = Disagree 18 (.2169)
1 = Strongly Disagree 0 (0)

Survey Variable Code Frequency, Relative
Question Name Description Frequency or Average

45 ALLOW



Survey Variable Code Frequency, Relative
Question Name Description Frequency or Average

DOLVAL

PDAY

PEOPLE

open ended; dollar
value of services (for
2 who responded YES to
WHAT)

1 = Oral Agreement
2 = Written Agreement

open ended; acres
available for hunting

open ended; average
price/days hunted (as
determined in Q. 55)

ALLDAYS open ended; average
price/day if all legal
days hunted (w/o land-
owner restrictions)

open ended; number of
people that hunted on
farm in 1987/88 season
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person 1:
$ 2000

person 2:
$ 80

frequency
(rel. freg.)

29 (1.0)
0 (0)

average
105

mm = 2
max = 465

average
23.75

mm = 3
max = 183.3

average
9.27

mm = 1.26
max = 25

average
9.4

mm = 0
max = 46

frequency
(rel. freq.)

A fee is charged. 37 (.544)

No fee is charged. 31 (.456)

1 = Exchange hunting
for farm work

1 (.500)

2 = Pay for costs of
planting pond

1 (.500)

48 PSEAS open ended; average average
price/season/person 627. 662

mm = 100
max = 1700

46 FEE

NFEE

WHAT

WORD

47 NACRES



SEASON

HNTDYS

ACTHNT

legal season length
for 1987/88 waterfowl
hunting in W. Oregon

SEASON * PEOPLE; hunter
days, if all legal days
hunted

LENGTH * PEOPLE; hunter
days, if all available
days hunted

49 OW Oral or written
agreement ?
1 = Oral
2 = Written
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79 days

average
743

mm = 0
max = 3634

average
417

mm = 0
max = 1840

frequency
(re3. freq.)

31 (.838)
1 (.162)

frequency
(rel. freq.)

52 GRUNT Guided hunt ?
0 = No 37 (1.0)
1 = Yes 0 (0)

0 = No 35 (.95)
1 = YES 2 (.05)

Survey Variable Code Frequency, Relative
Question Name Description Frequency or Average

LENGTH open ended; days available average
for hunting (legal & land- 48.35
owner restrictions mm = 12
included) max = 79

50 GIWAT open ended; average average
gross income from 7288.38
waterfowl hunting mm = 0

max = 62,400

frequency
(rel. freq.)

51 SERVICE Provide services ?



Survey Variable Code
Question Name

HOWLIM

Description

open ended; percent
of hunters personally
known

open ended; number of
ducks harvested Ofl farm

in 1987/88

open ended; number of
geese harvested Ofl farm
in 1987/88

open' ended; number of
days there was hunting
on the farm

Limit hunting ?
0 = No
1 = Yes

1 = Hunt only on certain
days of the week

2 = Hunt only on certain
times of the day

3 = Hunt only on certain
times of week & day

Frequency, Relative
Frequency or Average

1 = Actively Pursue
Clients

2 = Hunters Do
Contacting
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average
86%

average
265

average
27

average
20.4

mm = 0
max = 79

frequency
(rel. freq.)

0 (0)

1 (.033)

frequency
(rel. f req.)

2 (.029)

66 (.971)

37 (.544)
31 (.456)

30 (.967)

53 PERCENT

54 DUCKS

GEESE

55 DYSHUNT

56 LIMIT

57 AD



CRPYLD
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Survey Variable Code Frequency, Relative
Question Name Description Frequency or Average

frequency
(rel. f req.)

frequency
(rel.freq.)

59 DAMAGE Waterfowl-related
costs last year ?
0 = No 23 (.264)
1 = Yes 64 (.736)

EXPENSE open ended; total average
expenses related to 5162.98
depredation iuin = 50

max = 29625
N = 64

open ended; cost of average
decrease in crop yield 6037.28
due to depredation mm = 100

max = 28500
N = 47

HAZEQ open ended; cost of average
hazing equipment 152.29

mm = 4
max = 985

N = 40

58 SOLD Ever sold land to a
duck club ?
0 = No
1 = Yes

Person: 1 2 3

81 (.940)
5 (.060)

4 5

NACRES Acres
sold: 22 65 45 90 20

PRICE S/ac.: 6502 1076 1500 3500 750

YRSLD Year
sold: 1985 1987 1984 1981 1980
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Survey Variable Code Frequency, Relative
Question Name Description Frequency or Average

average
HAZLB open ended; cost of 798.76

hazing labor mm = 45
max = 5600

N = 38

TRANS

SPRAY

CROP

open ended; cost of average
transportation for 424.35
hazing mm = 14

max = 3360
N = 20

REPLANT open ended; cost of average
replanting after goose 795
damage mm = 40

max = 3400
N= 8

open ended; cost of average
spraying due to goose 575
contamination (weeds mm = 150
spread by geese) max = 1000

N=2

Depredation on:
1 = Annual Ryegrass
2 = Perennial Ryegrass
3 = Grain
4 = Combination Grain

and Hay
5 = Combination Annual

and Perennial
Ryegra s s

6 = Hay: alfalfa, red
clover, grass hay

7 = Peas
8 = Various Crops (more

than three crops on
any farm)

frequency
(rel. freq.)

8 (.1231)
7 (.1077)

12 (.1846)

3 (.0462)

13 (.2000)

15 (.2308)
3 (.0462)

4 (.0615)



Survey Variable Code Frequency, Relative
Question Name Description Frequency or Average

ACC

ACF

ACG

frequency
Participation in (rel. freg.)
activities beneficial
to waterfowl or
hunting operation ?

Open ended; cost of
water control structures
for duck pond

Open ended; cost of
liability insurance

Open ended; cost of
posting land
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average
623.125

mm = 30
max = 2000

N = 16

(no response)

average

N=3

13 . 33

mm = 10
max = 20

0 = No 42 (.483)
1 = Yes 45 (.517)

ACA Open ended; cost of average
building wetlands 1570
or ponds mm = 100

max = 6000
N=5

ACB Open ended; cost of average
planting food plots 1308

mm = 40
max = 18400

N = 44

ACD Open ended; cost of average
water level regulation 260.37

iuin = 20
max = 1290

N = 27

ACE Open ended; cost of average
taking crop land out 4050
of production mm = 2640

max = 5460
N=2

60 DEPVAR
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Survey Variable Code Frequency, Relative
Question Name Description Frequency or Average

ACH Open ended; cost of (no response)
predator control

ACI Open ended; cost of average
professional help 60

mm = 50
max = 70

N= 2

ACJ Open ended; cost of (no response)
leasing land for re-
leasing to hunters

VARCOST Total variable cost; average
ABB + ABD + ABH 1366.49

mm = 0
max = 6000

N = 47

FIXCOST Total fixed cost; average
ACA + ACC + ACG + ACI 404.149

mm = 0
max = 6000

N = 47

ATOTAL Total costs; average
VARCOST + FIXCOST 1770.64

mm = 0
max = 19690

N = 47

NET Net income from average
waterfowl hunting; 4227.87
GIWAT - VARCOST mm = -6500

max = 61670
N = 47



Survey Variable Code Frequency, Relative
Question Name Description Frequency or Average

OPPA

OPPB

OPPC

OPPD

OPPE

Not raising crops
near areas used by
ducks
o = No
1 = Yes

Not draining a pond
o = No
1 = Yes

Leaving crop residue
o = No
1 = Yes

Not tilling
o = No
1 = Yes

Limiting grazing
o = No
1 = Yes
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frequency
(rd. freq.)

61 OPPCOST Participation in any
of the activities
o = No 67 (.770)
1 = Yes 20 (.230)

85 (.977)
2 (.023)

84 (.965)
3 (.035)

71 (.816)
16 (.184)

78 (.897)
9 (.103)

86 (.9885)
1 (.0115)

OPPTOT Total cost of all average
activities 2.94

min= 0
max = 50

frequency
(rel. freq.)

62 TRPASS 0 = Not a Problem 32 (.3678)
1 = Rarely a Problem 6 (.0690)
2 = Sometimes a Problem 40 (.4598)
3 = Often a Problem 5 (.0575)
4 = Always a Problem 4 (.0460)
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Survey Variable Code Frequency, Relative
Question Name Description Frequency or Average

frequency
(rel. freg.)

63 POST Do you post your land ?
0 = No 45 (.517)
1 = Yes 42 (.483)

frequency
(rel. freq.)

64 PLEASE Does duck club help
control trespass ?
0 = No
1 = Yes
3 = Not Applicable

65 INSURED Insured for accidents
involving hunters ?
0 = No
1 = Yes
2 = Don't Know

66 SUITS Liability suits
1 = Never Occur
2 = Rarely Occur
3 = Sometimes Occur
4 = Often Occur

11 (.1264)
26 (.2989)
50 (.5747)

frequency
(rel. freq.)

27 (.310)
15 (.172)
45 (.517)

frequency
(rel. freq.)

10 (.122)
48 (.585)
19 (.232)
5 (.061)

frequency
(rel. freq.)

67 PROGRAM Familiar with any programs ?
0 = No 42 (.4828)
1 = ASCS cost share for

wildlife food plots 27 (.3103)
2 = ASCS cost share for

development of shallow
water areas 11 (.1264)

3 = USDA "Swampbuster",
part of Farm Bill 6 (.0690)

4 = Oregon Dept. of Fish
& Wildlife pays for
seed for wildlife 1 (.0115)
food
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Survey Variable Code Frequency, Relative
Question Name Description Frequency or Average

EFFECT

Participate in programs
o = No
1 = Yes
3 = Not Applicable (if

response 0 to Q. 67)

frequency
(rd. freq.)

34 (.3908)
5 (.0575)

48 (.5517)

Effect of participation
on waterfowl or hunting ?
1 = Positive contribution

towards attracting and
production of ducks

2 = Positive contribution
towards attracting
ducks

3 = Pond not used much by
ducks

69 TECH

frequency
(rel. freq.)

Technical assistance
from a government agency ?
0 = No 52 (.5977)
1 = Oregon Dept. of Fish

and Wildlife 3 (.0345)
2 = Oregon State Univ.

Extension Service 1 (.0115)
3 = Soil Conservation

Service 3 (.0345)
4 = U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service 15 (.1724)
5 = U.S.D.A. Animal

Damage Control 13 (.1494)

FOR For what did you get
technical help ?
1 = Hazing; scaring geese

off cropland 31 (.8857)
2 = Dike construction 2 (.0571)
3 = Soil testing for

area to be planted
with duck food 1 (.0286)

4 = General habitat
improvements 1 (.0286)

1 (.20)

3 (.60)

1 (.20)

68 PART
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Survey Variable Code Frequency, Relative
Question Name Description Frequency or Average

frequency
(rel. freq.)

70 TECHASS Technical assistance from
a conservation or
sportsman's club ?
0 = No 85 (.9770)
1 = Ducks Unlimited 0 (0)

2 = Oregon Landowners &
Waterfowlers Assoc. 2 (.0230)

3 = Oregon Duckhunters
Assoc. 0 (0)

TECHFOR For what did you get help ?
1 = Hazing 1 (.50)
2 = Planting duck food 1 (.50)

frequency
(rel. freq.)

71 MEMBER Member of sportsman's club or
conservation organization ?
0 = No 49 (.563)
1 = Yes 38 (.437)

frequency
(rel. freq.) of YES

DU Ducks Unlimited 17 (.195)

ODA Oregon Duckhunters Assoc. 10 (.115)

OLWA Oregon Landowners and
Waterfowlers Association 20 (.230)

NWF National Wildlife
Federation 3 (.034)

OTHA Other; local fishing clubs 3 (.034)

OTHB Other; local county hunting
clubs 4 (.046)



Survey Variable Code Frequency, Relative
Question Name Description Frequency or Average

72 EDUC Education
1 = Some High School
2 = Completed High School
3 = Some College
4 = Bachelors or Equiv.
5 = Advanced Degree

Percentage of income
from farming

Percentage of income
off- farm

Percentage of income
from waterfowl hunting

Percentage of income
from other sources
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frequency
(rd. freq.)

average
86

average
36

average
10

average
0

frequency
(rel. freq.)

74 HOUSE Household's gross income

average
75 YEARS How many years this property

been owned by the same family ?
45.47

mm = 5
max = 120

76 AGE What is your age ? 49.27
main = 24
max = 83

1 = less than $10,000 0 (0)

2 = $10,000 to $19,999 6 (.0845)
3 = $20,000 to $29,999 25 (.3521)
4 = $30,000 to $39,999 18 (.2535)
5 = $40,000 to $49,999 17 (.2394)
6 = $50,000 to $75,000 4 (.0563)
7 = $75,000 to $99,999 0 (0)

8 = over $100,000 1 (.0141)

6 (.0706)
41 (.4824)
22 (.2588)
15 (.1765)
1 (.0118)

73 FINC

OFINC

WINC

OTHINC



Survey Variable Code Frequency, Relative
Question Name Description Frequency or Average

CONC

USED

216

frequency
(rel. freq.)

COPY Want copy of report ?
0 = No 40 (.46)
1 = Yes 47 (.54)

number of respondents who made the following comments:

POS Positive comment regarding N = 10
refuge management concerning
planting to alleviate crop
depredations on neighboring
farms

Note: 9 were regarding
Sauvie Island

NEG Negative comment regarding N = 24
refuge management concerning
planting to alleviate crop
depredations on neighboring
farms

Note: none were regarding
Sauvie Island

HNTPRES Legal hunting season is N = 6
limited to point where hunting
pressure is not great enough to
disperse geese of f of cropland

The creation of the National N = 8
Wildlife Refuges in the
Willainette Valley has
concentrated depredation
pressure to a few farms

Used to have duck ponds, and N = 11
used to plant duck food.
Don't anymore due to
restrictions on goose
hunting
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APPENDIX C

A LINEAR PROGRAMMING MODEL FOR A TYPICAL
SAUVIE ISLAND FARM

The LP model is described below, starting with the

objective function and proceeding to each constraint row

in turn. For definitions of the activities (i) and

seasons (j) see table IV.2 in the text.

Objective Function

The objective is to maximize the difference between

annual revenues and costs.

Maximize:

7 2 7 2 2 4

Z =iiRjjASjj - 11cii i
+ 1.1HjkYljk -

where,

AC = acres used to grow crop i (i=l,2,...7) during

season j (j=l,2). It is assumed that leaving land

fallow (i=8) does not generate revenues or direct

costs, and for this reason does not appear as an

activity in the objective function.

24 24
jlkli2ik - jlklDi3Jk
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(Row 1)
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AS = acres of crop i in season j for which the crop is

sold. In most instances AC is equal to AS,

unless the farmer decides to keep some of the

harvested crop for personal use.

R1 = revenues per acre from crop i during season j,

Cj = costs per acre for crop i during season j,

= revenues earned during season j from the number of

20 acre hunting areas leased k (K=l..,4),

jk = costs of planting and flooding waterfowl hunting

areas during season j, corresponding to the k

number of hunting areas leased,

Djk = amortized costs of constructing water control

structures during season j, for k number of

hunting areas.

1jk' 2jk and 3jk are integer variables associated

with Hjk, Pjk and Djk, respectively. In the computer

program used, they were explicitly specified to take on

only values of either 0 or 1. As will be explained later,

several constraint rows serve to direct a fixed revenue

and corresponding fixed charges to the objective function

if acreage is devoted to the management of a waterfowl

hunting operation. The integer variables cause a

particular amount of revenue and costs to ]De activated,

depending on the amount of acreage devoted to the hunting

enterprise. For example, if the amount of acres devoted

to attracting waterfowl is 40, then Y11 2j2 and Y32

are equal to one and all other Y's are zero. Revenues



(H2) and costs (P2 and D2) corresponding to leasing

two 20 acre hunting areas are then activated in the

obj ective function.

Constraints

Maximum Farm Size - The average Sauvie Island farm is

500 acres in size:

AC. = 500
1=1

This constraint forces all the land in season 1 (j=l) to

be used for any or all of the eight activities.

Crop Maximum - Row crops are grown on a contract basis

with a local cannery, and are therefore restricted to the

acreage specified by the contract. Maximum acreages used

in this LP are characteristic of the constraints faced by

growers on Sauvie Island1. All of the farming activity

for these crops occurs in season 1. For crops i=1-4 the

maximum acreage constraint is:

AC11 CMAX1 (Rows 3-6)
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(Row 2)

1 The acreage allocation specified in the model were
verified by extension agents in Washington and Multnoniah
counties to be representative of typical Sauvie Island
farms.



season 2.
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where CMAX1 is the maximum amount of acreage which may be

planted to crop 1. For broccoli and table beets the

maximum was 20 acres. Up to 10 acres could be devoted to

raising cauliflower, and a maximum of 100 acres for sweet

corn.

Produce/Sell - For each season the farmer can sell only

as much as is grown. In season 1 for 1=1-7::

AS11 - AC11 (Rows 7-13)

In season 2 for i=7:

AS72 - AC72 (Row 14)

Cropping Patterns - Acreage devoted to particular crops

(or fallow) in season 1 can be used in season 2 for

grazing, for the development of waterfowl hunting

opportunities, or they may be left fallow.

All acreage devoted to row crops is restricted to be

fallow in season 2. For i=1-4

AC11 - ACF2 = 0 (Rows 15-18)

where ACFi2 is acreage of crop i which is :Left fallow in
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For winter wheat (i=5) a similar restriction

applies. Although winter wheat requires rio inputs and

generates no revenues during season 2, land. planted to

wheat cannot be used for season 2 activities:

AC51 - ACF52 = 0, (Row 19)

where ACF52 is winter wheat acreage in season 2 which is

unavailable for other activities.

Land used to grow hay (i=6) in season 1 may be

followed by grazing (i=7) or by the establishment of a

hunting area:

AC61 - AC72 - HA62 = 0, (Row 20)

where HA62 is acreage devoted to hunting areas in season

2, originally used for growing hay in season 1.

Similarly, land used for grazing during season 1 can

be used during the waterfowl hunting season for grazing

or for creating waterfowl hunting areas:

AC71 - AC72 - HA72 = 0. (Row 21)

Land that is fallow in period 1 (i=8) can be fallow

in the hunting season or it can be used to develop

hunting areas:



10000Y121 + l0000Y122 + 10000Y123 + HA 10061 (Row 27)
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AC81 - ACF82 - HA82 = 0, (Row 22)

where ACF82 is acreage which is fallow in both seasons

and HA82 is land used for hunting areas which was fallow

in season 1.

Switch Constraints - Rows 23 through 46 are made up of a

series of switch constraints that activate costs and

revenues in the objective function related to the

waterfowl hunting activity. Since hunting areas are

leased, on average, as distinct 20 acre increments the

following constraints insure that costs are subtracted

and revenues added to the objective function, depending

on the amount of acreage devoted to waterfowl hunting

(HA):

l0000Yl21 + HA 10021 (Row 23)

l0000Yl21 + HA 2]. (Row 24)

10000Y121 + l0000Yl22 + HA 10041 (Row 25)

l0000Y121 + 10000Yl22 + HA 41 (Row 26)



10000Y121 + 10000Y122 + 10000Y123 + HA 61

10000Y121 + 10000Y].22 + 10000Y123 +

10000Y124 + HA 10081

10000Y121 + 10000Y122 + 10000Y123 +

l0000Yl24 + HA 81
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(Row 28)

(Row 29)

(Row 30)

Rows 23 through 30 work as follows; different levels of

revenue (Hjk) are active in the objective function,

depending on which of the integer variables (1jk) takes

on the value of 1. This, in turn, depends on the amount

of land devoted to developing waterfowl hunting (HA). For

example, if HA is equal to 30, then Yl22 is equal to 1

and all other 1jk are equal to zero. This ensures that

the revenues from leasing waterfowl hunting are those

corresponding to leasing two distinct hunting areas

(k=2)

Similar rows were formulated for the costs

associated with the hunting enterprise (Pjk, and Djk).

Rows 31 through 38 are identical to rows 23 through 30

with the exception that the integer variables in question

(2jk) correspond to the costs of planting and flooding

waterfowl areas In the same way, rows 39 through

46 contain integer variables (3jk) related to the costs

of water control structures (Dik).
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Hunting Acreage - Land used to develop waterfowl habitat

for the purposes of leasing to waterfowl hunters (HA) is

land which, during the non-hunting season can be used for

grazing or hay, or it can fallow. Rows 47 and 48 force

the hunting areas to be allocated in 20 acre increments.

This is accomplished by specifying GI as a general

integer variable.

HA62+HA72+HA82-20G1=0 (Row 47)

HA - 20G1 = 0 (Row 48)

If the farmer devotes any land to developing wildlife-

related recreational opportunities, he or she must

develop them in 20 acre increments, using land that

during the rest of the year is used for pasture or is

fallow. This reflects the fact that on many farms pasture

land and marginal farm areas frequently flood during the

winter months. They are the least productive for crops,

and at the same time lend themselves to waterfowl habitat

development due to their ability to retain water.

If One, Then All - If any of the farm's acres are devoted

to waterfowl hunting, then rows 23 through 46 trigger a

series of costs and revenues in the objective function.

To ensure that costs and revenues all correspond to the
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same number of hunting areas, the following constraint

rows were added for each k (k=l,2,3,4):

- - 32k = 0 (Rows 49 - 52)

If revenues are generated from the sale of hunting access

(k > 0), then one of the four is equal to one.

Correspondingly, 22k and 32k are then also equal to

one. This way, costs are incurred corresponding to the

nuiither of hunting areas leased.



AC = 700
1=1 J

A LINEAR PROGRAMMING MODEL FOR A TYPICAL
WILLAMETTE VALLEY FARM

Objective Function

The objective is to maximize the difference between

annual revenues and costs.

Maximize:

Z =iiRij ii
- + jlklHikhhjk -

jlklPik'12Jk - jlklDjkY3jk (Rowl)

Row 1 is very similar to the specification for the

Sauvie Island LP model, with two exceptions: (1) there

are only five crops to choose from (i=l,..,5),and (2)

there are at most two distinct hunting areas available

for lease (k=l,2). The variables are defined as in the

Sauvie Island model.

Constraints

Maximum Farm Size - The average Willamette Valley farm is

700 acres in size:
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(Row 2)
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Crop Maximum - On average, the farmers interviewed in the
Willatnette Valley grew annual ryegrass seed on 210 acres

and perennial ryegrass seed on 350 acres. in order to
reflect the current acreage allocations as closely as

possible the amount of land available for annual ryegrass

(i=4) production was constrained to be equal or less than

210 and land available for perennial ryegrass (i=5) was

limited to be equal or less than 350 acres:

AC41 210 (Row 3)

AC51 350 (Row 4)

Under 1988 and 1989 prices and costs it is more

profitable to grow perennial ryegrass than annual

ryegrass. However, perennial ryegrass requires one year

to establish. This means that in the first year there

would be costs, but no revenues. In order to model this

accurately, the year to year crop rotations and

corresponding yields must be known. Since this

information was not available it was assumed that the

farmer does not devote more land to this crop than the

average observed from the survey data.

Produce/Sell - For each of the crops grown (i=l,...,5)

the farmer can sell in each season only as much as is

grown. In season 1 for i=l-5:

AS1 - AC1 (Rows 5-9)



In season 2 for i=3:

AS32 - AC32 (Row 10)

Cropping Patterns - If in season 1 land is planted to

winter wheat, perennial ryegrass or annual ryegrass, then

in season 2 this land is not available for other

activities. For i=l,4,5:

ACi1 - ACFi2 = 0 (Rows 11-13)

where ACF2 is acreage devoted to one or a:Ll of these

three crops which is unavailable for other activities,

such as waterfowl hunting or grazing.

Land used to grow hay (i=2) in season 1 nay be

followed in season 2 by grazing (i=3) or by the

establishment of a hunting area (HA):

AC21 - AC32 HA22 = 0, (Row 14)

where HA22 is land devoted to hunting in season 2, used

for growing hay in season 1.

Land used for grazing (i=3) in season 1 can be used

in the second season for grazing or for waterfowl

hunting:
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AC31 - AC32 - HA32 0, (Row 15)
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where I32 is acres is devoted to hunting in season 2,

used for grazing in season 1.

Land that is fallow (1=6) in season 1 can be fallow

during the waterfowl hunting season or it can be used to

develop hunting areas:

AC61 - AC62 - 62 - 0, (Row 16)

where HA62 is land used for waterfowl hunting, which was

fallow the previous season.

Switch Constraints - As in the Sauvie Island model, a

series of constraints were added so that particular costs

and revenues were activated in the objective function,

depending on the amount of acres devoted to developing

waterfowl hunting opportunities. For examp].e, revenues

from leasing hunting rights to waterfowl hunters vary,

depending on the number of hunting areas leased. Hunting

areas were leased, on average, as 12 acre parcels of

land. The maximum number of areas leased was two (24

acres total). For revenues from hunting, the switch

constraints were formulated as follows:

l0000Yl21 + HA 10013 (Row 17)

l0000Y121 + HA 13 (Row 18)

l0000Yl21 + l0000Y122 + HA 10025 (Row 19)
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10000Y121 + 10000Y122 + HA 25 (Row 20)

Rows 21 through 24 and rows 25 through 28 were formulated

in the same way as rows 17 through 20, using the integer

variables 2jk and 3jk to represent planting and

flooding costs (Pjk) and the costs of the water-control

structures (Djk), respectively.

Hunting Acreage - Land used to develop waterfowl hunting

opportunities is land which during the non--hunting season

was fallow or used for grazing or hay production:

HA22 + HA32 + HA62 - 12G1 = 0, (Row 29)

HA - 12G1 = 0 (Row 30)

where HA is the total amount of acres devoted to hunting

and GI is specified as a general integer variable. The

integer variable coefficient restricts hunting areas to

be produced in 12 acre increments.

If One, Then All - If revenues are generated from leasing

hunting rights to hunting areas on the farm, then the

costs should correspond to the number of areas leased.

For k=1,2:

- '22k Y32k = 0 (Rows 31 - 33)
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APPENDIX D

Revenues and Costs

Revenues and direct costs for all agricultural

production activities were derived from crop Enterprise

Budgets published by the Oregon State University

Cooperative Extension Service. The costs of growing crops

are the per acre costs of labor (hired and own), capital,

machinery and equipment required to prepare the soil,

plant and harvest the crops. For the grazing activity,

revenues and costs were calculated in part from

Enterprise Budgets and from expert opinionL. Because most

of the farms surveyed were primarily crop farms and

because the amount of land pasture devoted to grazing was

deemed insufficient for a profitable cattle operation it

-was assumed that all revenues from grazing were derived

from leasing grazing rights. Table D.l lists the per acre

revenues and costs for all agricultural activities.
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1 Information on per acre grazing capacity for the
Willamette Valley and Sauvie Island were p:rovided by Dr.
John Buckhouse, Department of Rangeland Resources, Oregon
State University. Per acre grazing revenues and crop
Enterprise Budgets were provided by Mr. Tim Cross,
Department of Agricultural and Resource Economics, Oregon
State University.
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Table D.l. Revenues and vaiiable costs of growing crops
and leasing grazing rights1.

Data were obtained from crop and liveStc)ck Enterprise
Budgets published by the Department of Agricultural and
Resource Economics, Oregon State University Cooperative
)5tension Service.

-' It was assumed that grass yield on pasture was 6000
pounds per acre and that 750 pounds are required to
produce one animal unit month (AU)!). Dividing yield per
acre by the pounds required per AUM yields 8 AUM
capacity. Multiplying this pasture capacity times the
current price to lease pasture (at $7/AU)!) yields a
revenue of $56/acre. Grazing .costs are based on per acre
fence repair costs as reported in a cow-calf enterprise
budget.

Crop Variable
Cost

(S/acre)

Revenues
(S/acre)

Broccoli 990.40 1530.00
Sweet Corn 463.80 621.00
Table Beets 801.98 1364.00
Cauliflower 847.68 1675.00
Winter Wheat 142.47 217.00
Grass H 24.44 75.00
Grazing&' 3.57 56.00
Annual Ryegrass 128.89 363.79
Perennial Ryegrass 158.15 468.00
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Revenues and costs associated with establishment of

waterfowl hunting opportunities and the associated costs

are calculated as follows; from the survey it was

discovered that waterfowl hunting opportunities were

marketed in discrete land parcels with a corresponding

discrete series of costs and prices. For the farmers in

on Sauvie Island the amount of land developed and leased

to waterfowl hunters averaged 20 acres in size, and, on

average, farmers had two distinct hunting areas. The

maximum number of hunting areas was four. Farmers in the

Willamette Valley leased, on average, only one hunting

area of 12 acres in size, with a maximum of 2 areas

leased.

The prices charged for seasonal hunting rights

varied from with the number of hunting areas being leased

and with the number of hunters in each duck club. Table

D.2 shows the average prices charged per person, the

average number of waterfowl hunters per duck club and the

revenues earned from leasing one, two, three and four

hunting areas. Note that for the first two hunting areas

(leased to club #1 and club #2) the average nunber of

hunters was 12 per club. However, if a third and fourth

hunting club was leased the number of hunters per club

decreased. Prices charged per hunter declined as more

hunting areas were leased. It is reasonable to assume

that the first hunting area was of highest quality and

therefore higher prices could be charged. he more hunting
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areas were added, perhaps located at greater distances

from the refuge, the prices charged for hunting access

declined.

Table D.3 illustrates how the revenues earned from

leasing hunting areas were calculated for t:he Willamette

Valley LP model. Similar to the situation C)fl the Sauvie

Island farms, survey data revealed that revenues varies

with the number of duck clubs leasing hunting areas and

the number of hunters in each club.

Table D.2. Calculation of annual revenues from leasing
hunting rights for the Sauvie Island linear programming
model.

Number of Average Price Average Number Revenues
Areas Leased ($/hunter) of Hunters

1246.35 * 12 = 14956.20

Two:
Club #1 1246.35 * 12 = 14956.20
Club #2 1087.50 * 12 = + 13050.00

28006.20
Three:
Club #1 1246.35 * 12 = 14956.20
Club #2 1087.50 * 12 = 13050.00
Club #3 816.50 * 6 = + 4899.00

32905.20

Four:
Club #1 1246.35 * 12 = 14956.20
Club #2 1087.50 * 12 = 13050.00
Club #3 816.50 * 6 = 4899.00
Club #4 483.00 * 5 = + 2415.00

35320.20
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Table D.3. Calculation of annual revenues from leasing
hunting rights for the Willamette Valley linear
programming model.

Number of Average Price Average Number Revenues
Areas Leased (S/hunter) of Hunters

The costs of developing waterfowl areas on the farm

consisted of; (1) the costs associated with constructing

a water-control structure to retain water on the land

(i.e. a shallow pond), (2) the costs associated with

planting the hunting area with crops palatable to wild

ducks and, (3) the costs of flooding land to create a

wading area for the birds. It is assumed that in order

for a farmer to be able to charge hunters for the right

to hunt on their land, that the setting for the hunting

opportunity must be created by the farmer. In other

words, wild ducks and geese are most likely to land in

those areas where food, water and shelter have been

provided. There are some cases where naturally existing

waterfowl habitat exist without the need for human

intervention. However, that type of area is unlikely to

be a potential source of revenue for the farmer.

#1
#2

195.80

195.80
212.50

*

*

*

9

9

6

=

=
= +

1759.50

1759.50
1275.00

Two:
Club
Club

3034 50
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The costs of building a dam or levee to retain water

for the waterfowl pond were treated as an annual cost by

amortizing. The following formula was used;

i(l +
Amortization Factor (AF) =

(1 + j)fl - 1

where i is the rate of interest and n is the lifespan of

the construction. Assuming a lifespan of 10 years and an

interest rate of 6 percent2, the amortization factor was

calculated to be equal to .136. The annual cost is

therefore;

AF * Total Construction Cost = Annual Amortized Cost

On Sauvie Island the average cost of constructing a

water-control structure was $513. Amortized over a 10-

year period at a 6 percent interest results in annual

costs of $69.80. It was assumed that one dam or levee is

required for each hunting area.

Calculations of the costs of establishing and

maintaining waterfowl hunting areas for Sauvie Island

farms are detailed in table D.4. The costs of planting

waterfowl areas with food plots consist of the average

annual costs of land preparation, seeding, and

fertilization. In general, crops intended for waterfowl

use, such corn and buckwheat, are planted on the entire

2 A discount rate of 6 percent was used in order to be
consistent with the interest rate used in the Enterprise
Budgets.
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hunting area, including the land which is flooded. Costs

of flooding land to establish waterfowl ponds consist of

the average annual water and electricity costs.

The average cost of constructing a water-control

structure for the Willamette Valley farms was $316.

Assuming a 10-year lifespan and a 6 percent rate of

interest, the average annual amortized cost was $42.98.

Table D.5 shows how the average annual costs of

establishing and maintaining a waterfowl hunting area in

the Willainette Valley are calculated. As was the case

with the Sauvie Island LP model hunting areas were

created and leased in discrete intervals.

From tables D.l through D.5 note that the market for

waterfowl hunting is quite different for the two areas.

The farms surrounding the Sauvie Island Wildlife

Nanagement Area are characterized by a relatively

expensive, high quality hunt. There are several reasons

for this. Duck populations on Sauvie Island are more than

double those of the three Willamette Valley refuges

combined3. Also, Sauvie Island is in close proximity to a

large metropolitan area, making it relatively easy to

market hunting opportunities. Additionally, the soils of

Sauvie Island lend themselves to row crop production and

pasture. Damage from ducks, and especially geese, is

Based on aerial surveys of the Willamette Valley and
lower Columbia by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
November and December, 1987, January and February, 1988.
(Unpublished document).



Number of Cost of Cost of Acres Planting and
Areas Leased Planting Flooding Leased Flooding Costs

(5/acre) (S/acre) (5)

One: (150 + 98) * 20 = 4960.00
Two: (150 + 98) * 40 = 9920.00
Three: (150 + 98) * 60 = 14880.00
Four: (150 + 98) * 80 = 19840.00

Number of Annual Amortized Cost
Areas Leased Water-Control Structure

Table D.5. Calculation of annual costs associated with
the development of waterfowl hunting areas on a typical
Willaiuette Valley farm.

Number of Cost of Cost of Acres Planting and
Areas Leased Planting Flooding Leased Flooding Costs

(S/acre) ($/acre) (5)
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minimized if all row crops are harvested before the

waterfowl season, and pasture can easily be converted to

waterfowl hunting areas.

Table D.4. Calculation of annual costs associated with
the development of waterfowl hunting areas on a typical
Sauvie Island farm.

Number of Annual Amortized Cost
Areas Leased Water-Control Structure

One: 69.80
Two: 69.80 * 2 = 139.80
Three: 69.80 * 3 = 209.40
Four: 69.80 * 4 = 279.20

One: (65 + 25) * 12 = 1080.00
Two: (65 + 25) * 24 = 2160.00

One: 42.976
Two: 49.976 * 2 = 85.952
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The landowners farming adjacent to the refuges in

the Willaiuette Valley, in contrast, are faced with fewer

and more scattered waterfowl populations and with smaller

number of hunters willing to pay for the right to hunt on

their land. In addition, the soil conditions of the

Willamette Valley are best suited for grass seed

production, a crop which, unlike the pastures of Sauvie

Island, cannot be converted into waterfowl hunting areas

during the winter months. The opportunity cost of

developing hunting areas is therefore higher for the

Willamette Valley farms than for the farms on Sauvie

Island. These differences in incentives can be seen in

the amount of effort devoted to developing waterfowl

hunting areas. From tables D.,4 and D.5 it can be seen

that Sauvie Island farms devote more land, labor and

capital to developing habitat than do the farmers in the

Willamette Valley.


